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'as it points to Llie newer concepts of curriculum, organization; and
procodure.

It is hoped that this report will be useful to all the who are con-
cerned with grathwte education, with the stalling of tmdergradu4te
general eAucation programs, with the matuhit ion of the humanities
a major di:'47ipline, or with other 'current vroblems in the (hanging
field of highet (\ducat ion.
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Graduate Gcnerai Human

Introduction

S

rill E GEMRAr Elire.A.TI AN Mt, V _NT is a familiar
1 part of the educational fk-vme in thetntd Stht __ 'eailier his-

wry. its rupid extonsion in recent yew's., and its prown t 4atus have
been studimi and docamenW.1 Wither it is underthxx1 as a pare
ticular key tc some of our Niucational problems or as a symptom of
more basic changes in the higher educational system, it does exen 1

the (-3nt inuing and perhaps increasing Nee of study and everimeuta-
tion designed to bring Ameriiari education more &may to bear upon
its prpsent and conking rtwoniibilitie_&

The newer for-114.0f undergraduate education pmeeKling from this
kind of inquisr:y have stimulatod a dem_and for new kinds.of teacheri
Itrale41 bah in mmpetence and intereA to deal with diversi3 AN)m-

binations of material and to facilitate the synthetic iwooe'wk.- At the
-wile time, graduate education has been going through one of its
mriods of mexamination in a warth for gm-Ater breadth and for free-
dom to CrOkS departmental boupdaries in purismit of an idea.'

, One effect of these two parallel lines of inquiry has been a growing
intrtt in gradu_ate programs of interdepartmental or interdifzieipli-
nary Thy Tread of such programsin area studies and cultural
anthropology, for example, is II pattern now aocepte41 in Ininy grad-
uate soloola A newer manifeStation of this pattern, howevO, is the.
graduate general education program in the humanities. Under dif.
fexept names and with ildmewhat different apprixichwi these programs
provide it carricalum,leading to the masters or doctor's degree-, which

See, for exassp4e, IL T. Morse (at), Gesorol Bilisostiost 4is Tralitttioit Otinneapolis
Cuirevsity of Attniumia Press, 1014 ; tioyt Trowbridge, Forty YeArs of General Ethics-

.Iarika of &w.2 ill4siost4olto 11 : 1431-49, 19ss ; Lewis B. }Whew, (*opera' 'Mufti-
tkm--1_9110, North Coaltel News RaUttft j ths Oolion4t14we Zotbersi Arts sad Tootiter
ifititeettoot, 49 :1-7, /09.

R.. cc. IL V. Horn reword isqprowing Pk. D. "hernias (Washington : American
Council on liducation4 1945) ; Theodore (1, Melon and Rased' Cooper (MIL), The Preimrs-
is of Casoes Tambora (Washington: American Connell on Idneation Studies, 1950);

The Camtatttse oI FIttsea, 1%. Graduate Hohooi rides sad reesorrew (New York : Fund
for Ow Adysseemmt of Miluestimis 1964):61041ePla Arelred MO, Ore***to Shaft forAtk. e rosolors. Lyon pi the efflaferesee College Teacher Privarstion Pro-
grams, Avg $O and May 1.4 1. (Wi'lLingtan : -American Connell on Zditeation. 1969).

1



- GRADUATE GENERAL `HUMANITIES PROGRAMS

includde all or most of the departmental fields in one of the major
divisions of learning.

The purposes in undertaking this study were to present such pro-
grams in the 'humanities in terms which would permit obsqvation of
comparable characteristics as well as differences; to provide informa-
tion useful to institutions considering such programs; and to furnish
a basis for determining their extent and significance as a phenomenon
in graduate education. To accomplish these purposes it was necessary
to arrive at a definition of "graduate general humanities programs"
which would give accurate criteria for their inclusion or exclusion in
this study ; to discover the number and kind of programs fitting this
definition; to gather information, in most cases by personal visits to
institution4 offering such programs; and .to orga*e this inforxnation
for each program around a topical outline which vould permit com-
parison and contrast. The form of the study is basically that of
Earl J. McGrath's edition of undergraduate general education pro-
grams in the humanities : 3 a series of parallel descriptive chapters,
each dealing with one of the itistitutional programs as a unit. All of
the clgipters follow a stah4rd outline except for the one dealing with
the Florida State M.A. program, where a synoptic treatment seemed
preferable to repeating much information previously set down in the
chapter on the Florida State Doctoral Humanities Program.

The programs described in the following pages, although there
are great differences among them in content, purpose, and organiza-
tion, have the following characteristics in common (1) all take the
whole range of humanistic study for their domain ; (2) all aim to pro-
vide either a broad background perspective of humanistic studies, or
cross-departmental avenues of study in the humanities, or both; and
(3) all have administrative identity and formal curricular require-
ments, and lead to a degree in Humanities. Interdepartmental pro-
grams whictkimit their scope (for example, Comparative Literature
or American Civilization programs 9 are not included, nor are "Gen-

- eral Studies" progi:ams or other arrangements for ad hoc combinations
of departmental fields. Such programs or other special arrangements
are integrative rather than general in nature and thus lack the first
characteristic, at leist, of the humanities programs.

Applying as a definition the characteristics noted above, an exten-
sive search was made to discover all operative programa of the gradu-
ate general humanities type. The sources used were: (1) A Guide to
Gradwite Study, edited by Frederick W. Ness (Washington : Asso-
ciation of American Colleges, 1957, wp 1958 Supplement) ; (2)
adomemsIIMINIMMINIPINME.

rhe Hatnanitie. in General Edeostion (Dubuque, Iowa : Wm. Brown & Co.. 1949).Aka exhaustive survey of college Anwrican Studkte programs, including 19 graduate
PI:ogre:net has been published : Robert IL Walker, Asterism Studies is the United Woe
( Baton Rouge : Louisiana State University Prow 1958) .
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apply without qualification to every prograzn. Each chapter is pief-
aced by an overview of the program to which it is devoted, and the
reader is'referred to thee() sections for an accurate introduction to the
peculiar scope and approach of indhiclufil programs, With du** ma-
ervations, a few important and distinctive chaiseteristics of this new
type of graduate program can be identified.

Unlike regular departmental programs, general humanities MA.
and Ph.-D. programs are not intended to articulate with one-another:
the M.A. programs are all terminal and the Ph. D programs .with one
exception, require previous or cotimmitant completion of a regular de-.
partmental M.A. program or the equivalent. The exception is the
University of Chicago Committee on History of Culture, which offers
its own doctoral-preparatory M.A. program but now prefers that stu-
dents complete regular departmental M.A.'s before entering the doc-
toral progress.

There are two major reasons why general humanities master's pro-gram usually. do not attempt to serve as induction to or proving
ground for doctoral work. First, students with doctoral intentions,
rarely enter them, since these students, even- if interested in general
or tross-departmental study, prefer to establiai a departmental bas
and competence equal to that of their colleagues before turning to out
side fields. The M.A. programs admittedly do not have time to
achieve this. They aim at generalized understanding Imsed op. more
limited investigation rather than more thorough study of narrower
scope. Second, most students who do enter the M.A. programs do 4i3t
have doctoral intentions. A few seek simply to continue their metal
education for one or two more years before turning to their chosen
vocations; but most are planning to teach in liberal arts or junior
colleges and high schools, or are already doing so, and seek a broad
acquaintance with the humanities rather than advanced mastery of a
single field. For the most part, the latter are studwits whose interets
lie in the central fields of literature, philosophy, and history, and who
are interested, for one reason or anther, in enlarging the scope of
their learning. But many are primarily interested in fields less rele-
vant to normal teaching requirements, and find in the general humani-k
ties programs a means of pursuing their special interim as well as
getting an appropriate lackround for thing general education
courses. This circumstance, incidentally, gives new- importance, at
the M.A. level, to the minor departmental fields. .

The doctoral programsom the War band, rcAain the traditioial
doctoral commitment to mastery in Mtiii of a manageable area of
concentration. Generalized knowledge and integrated itudy are no
where amstrutd as compromising that requirement Thps dmiss
programs students are preferred who have been trained in &patiometal pre-doctoral M.A. program, where they will lave beams

.4



INTRODUCTION
.1

more familiar with the techniques and standards of specialized schol-
arship and will have gained a fuller kn9wledge of a single discipline.

This distinction should not be taken to imply that the MA, pro-
graim under study are weAker academically than regular departmental
M.A. programs. Their purposes are different but their standards are
not necessarily inferior. The most striking characteriftic of the lesd-
ing faculty participants in.all of the general humanities programs--
both M.A. and Ph. D.---is an intolerance of any arrangement which
might have the effwt of diminishing the quality or scope of academic
achievement.

The basic objective of all the doctoral programs is the traditional
one of training students to do advanced research in the areas of their
special interests. Given ails foundation, each program aim at one
or more of three further objectives: (1) to provide a Inckground of
broad humanistic perspective; (2) to lead a student to concentrated
study of his special subject from a perspective combining two or
more humanistic disciplines; and (8) to prepare for teaching general
courses in the area of the humanities. These objectives are pursued
within wide variations of scope. The Emory University and Inter-
collegiate Group programs actively include the humanistic aspects
of social and political studies within the compass of their central
interests. The Committee on History of Culture at the University of
Chicago does not restrict itself to the arts or to Western Civilization,
but takes whatever is relevant to the study of culture for its province.
The other three doctoral programs center their attention principally
upon the fields commonly included in the division of the humanities.
However, there is considerable variation among all six prwrams as to
the humanistic fields included and the relative weight and activity
of each field.

The first objective, bred humanistic perspective, has two dimen-
sions: a broad "vertical" knowledge of the hiEtory of ideas, and a
broad "horizontal" acquaintance with all the humanistic disciplines.
Most programs aim at some breadth in both diumnsions. However,
the prigram at Stanford University is conceived primarily in terms
of vertical breadth, and the Committee on History of Culture of the
University of Chicago has 1) special intend at all in providing abrow humanistic perspective.

Tikt nd objective ithidy said research involving two or more
disciplims, is the raison d'être of the Committee on His-

tory of CultAire. The other piograms stall, varying degrees of
itaportance to this mm= of achieving keadth of learning. The pro-
gram at Symms Unineifty more concerned about, the in-

n of discipline than the achitmenumt of bred background
penpectiva; the relative mamas of the program at Stanford are
exactly tinppposits.
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INTRODUCTION

grams at Hofstra College, the State Unkiersity of Iowa,"and the Uth-
versity of Louisville permitwme substitution of courses in Education
for the elective liberal arts coursm. The_ regular program of the
Wayne State Univ:ersity Department of Humhnities malimno allow-
ance for work in Education, nor does the University oi Chicago
Committee on General Studies in the liumenitima. The program at
San Fran,ciwo State College includes a required course in teaching
college humanities courses, as do the Florida State program and the
Wayne State Teaching College Humanities program. The Chicago
program offers a course in "Teach'ng Methods in the Humanities"
which is open only to students who intend to teach in college general
humanitim courses.

Beyond the general considerations of trope and approach, a few
more specific salient characteristics should be mentioneil. With two
exceptions, the graduate general humani pI program have come into
being since 1949, when the doctoral program at Syracim University
was inaugarated. The most mealy established doctoral program is
the one at Florida State University, which became operative in 1956
except for a tentative, experimental program in "Humanistic Studies"
begun in 195-9.4-60 at Tufts University. A few other doctoral general
humanities programs are preaently in a formulative stage, & that
their spread seems at least not to have lost inertia.

The MA. programs have dearly gained great impetus in !went
years. Five have been eitablisheti since 1956, two during the proment
academic year. These programs are a means of providing advanced
academic work of a nonspecialized nature for inservice or p 've
secondary and junior college tlutchers. Thus the program at Hofstra
College is a rwponm to local clommunity needs, and the programs at
San Francisco State College and Florida State University are in-
tended espezially to me*, the burgeoning need of the California
and Florida junior college systans.

Roquirsnmts for admisthm to the MA. programs (particularly
quantitative requirements) are in most cases quite rigorous. Most
chairtnen and c(vmmittees sentinize th6 undergraduate records of
applicants closely, ani frequently require some prerequisite work be
fore granting uneouditional admission to candidacy. Unlike doctoral
program (or other masteA programs leading to doctoral work),
these programs cannot be tolerant et gaps in Undergraduate prepare,*
tion. Their students will have MU time to slake tap such gape, nor

orill the beaky have lime to dismal-ler which student* laek. the
to emnpenate for bsimisquato prepustim la add1tion:4 since they
seek to cover avast amo,nt.Ogitiusd with saistaimuttn kw of atten-
tion at* bat att- rather more than

du*
tat depth width the

=
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programs seem ve 1.74, is genexally ctImpausat or
in praetiee. Ti* doe 'gal programs are in a better positicai to take
preparation for gran at the point of athniwion, since there will be
time for students t o c a t et up a r c ct!asions to fall out along the way.

Curricular stope, purpt_xv, and approach have teen disTue41 above
One additional point is worth noting: that language, e_xamination,
and thesis mquirements in every program ary at leaa ws rigorous as
thane of reguiar de e ts in the ftnw tution. an m
Aanms they are more n For examp
of the Liberal Arts requires
outside of The University. The directors of th p
orally extreme ly Rtnsi e to inisgivi t ear dards of qual
ity. and they a ularly careful to -oid giving grounds for any
,Aispi-cion of w akme-m on this scom

In orgammtion and acimuii bias, the. programs are sit_Ktiallv
coordinative StudeAts make use of ar departments for the
bulk of their course work and retvarcl guidanm. The programs them-
selves simply provide the framework and guidance by whiff coherence
or perspective are superimpmed upcm a body of learning garnered
from cvntributipg departments. Activity of a prtgram is adminis-
tered in every by a chairmmi or direoor, a.w3.4.e4 imp
by a principal Aud t advis*r. Die chairman is supporte4 by a policy
committee , often coin of tle cliairmem of the deimrtamits mix4
intimately involve4 in the program. Th repment the depart-
nwnta an acu ty support w

.
p

The teaching staffs of the prograna
grams have substantial gaffs of their own;

rogram' v v. Solis.
Programs offer a rim schalule of Humanities coursm, ethers only one
or two key courses. The programs at Wayne State University and at
San Francisco State College are organized and administered as regu-
lar departments, an advantageous arrangement for a program having
a heavy teaching load of its own, insofar u it can relieve closely
related departments and their faculties of &variety of possible incon-
veniences. An autonomous Aaff also has the advantage of giving
students a "home," especially if their work is so de rt-
mentally that they cannot rwise fmtablish the intimate proft%-
sional attacluments which departmental cfmcwItAicities inspire. But a
sense of security for the student is never many achieved until a pro-
gram itself establishes elms attachments with the academic world
at large.

In an tbstract sense, OA direct costs of a graduate general humani-
ties program include the services of the chairman pito the several
program courses, which often minks double ce triple staffing and
therefore *ad to be twee 's can, however, be drawn

C 0

by two
vTams

must vilt4.

mely : some pro-
have nmie. The
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out of existing capacity without incmsing fac _ulty course loads or
employing additional inaructor& The relatively t* 'lig ad-visory duties in the program, and the many indi idual "directed
reading" c-cour- whith the doctoral programs particularly require
'are taken on as a la=bor of love and seldom receive direct remuneration.
The use of the eours* offerings of regular departments for the nk-wA
part simply fills up extza cpacty in th departhnt (extra cap RC
ity perhaps eauFeti in part by the magnetism of the program itwif)
To the extent that this departawntal xur work is widely di._
it does not ervate a need for additional staff in any single d
Thus, paradoxically, while Audelits in the _program re42eive an Mu
tion involving a greatex than average expenditure of gaff time,- the
ptgrMn itwif cots Ie to etitablish and maintain titan dole* a corn-
parable regular department But this abstract program has nocinter in reality. Actually, the humanitim progran, died
are all operating in environments of expanding enrollments &Atm
offerings and in unique matrim of eimuntaanoes which make any
generalization about aws a nearly twe*lem abaradion.

In their choice of faculty for their own courses,
urally tend to Fveic inAructors who reflect in their penal EtAiclkw and
interests the gvneTalizing and ert:---departImntal cAancerns of the pro-
grams. Howevex, the deparunental expert who is fond of his field
and his disciRline and who has not atiempte41 to build a prof-mama]
competence out--de of thmie is by no moans rejected. Such ami havebell found to be valuable its to interdepartmental programs,
politically as well as Mucatipnally, as represmtatives of their dis-
ciplimv and of the tradition of departmental scholarship.

A final !victim in each of the followipg chapters dim the main
strez hs and weala -w*t- of the program concerned. The has of

are largely stlf-evident: the genuine fruitfulness for many
students of crow-tlepartmental study and me4trell; the close personal
relation made pc*sible by low enrollnwnts; the support of related
departments and the administration; high academic standards and

students; and the consequent maintenance of academic stature.

p

Given the
equaninuty.

Program directors are
major weaknesses. Fi

a program can review it weak with

troubled by one or more of five
some uncertainty usually exists as to the

exact objectim of a program or the norm for coverage in individual
qurriculums. With the several purposes, wide scope, and limited timeof the program, this uncertainty is to be expected; but a sense of
proximity to disorder compels frequent reexamination of ends and
means.

Second, it I difficult to find enough time for broad background orconce_ or methodological courses without making too great a
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4. Curriculum
a. Course -requirements

IPGS students are required to take two of the Program intersubject
seminars, each of a year's duration, and their attendant colloquia.
Thew seminaracolloquia count 5 units per semester, or 10 per year,
and amount to about one-third of the minimum course work required
for the doctorate in participating departments, but about onequarter
of the average, doctoral course load.

Aside from these seminars, students plan their p ail : under
the guidance of their departmental supervisory committees to repaie
themsebies for theii respective series of qualifying examinations. At
Claremont,' the Department of Economics and Government leaves it
up to the student and his supervisory committee to define the areas
upon which he. is to be examined; the Department of English and
Americah jLiterature requires that a student be examined in the six
major literary epochs (or five and 'a substitutsd sixth field of corre-
sponding weight and scope), with itudenti in the IPGS held responsi-
blefor the same coverage as are regular departmental majors; and the
Department of History requires its regular students to be examined in
ti,ve "areas of knowledge," including three in history and two in Gov-
ertment (or vice tersa), but permits IPGS students to offer the two
intersubject seminars as a basislhr the examinations in the two sup-,
plementary areas. At Occidental and Redlands, the areas of examina-
tion in Comparative Literature are determined by the student'and his
committe.in accordance with a prescribed formula of coverage.

In preparing for their examinations, students take, aside from the
IPGS ars, regular departmental courses. These courses an by
now gene tailored to the needs of IPGS students, particularly at
Occidental and Redlands, where
in the Programs and where the
accustomed to integrative

nt is alone in

doctoral students are participants
rticipating graduate faculty is wholly

ork. Although the Claremont English
rmally rtguiring coverage of all relevant

literary -epochs,. the other participating departments and the
Educational Council think it important that students have some con-
tact with every major historical period, either in course work or in
independent reading, even though this. coverage is not. tested spe-
cifically in the qualifying examinations..

Total minimum Program requiremente do not exceed normal de-
partmental minimum requirements for the doctorate at Claremont,
but in priptice most IPGS students' probably take larger loadi ofA.

ct)ttree gccork.
I

. b. Pfogranc tonnes . ,

The IPGS intersubject seminars meet weekly for 8 hours, usu.-
ally at Claremotit, the geographical center ofthe cooperating colleges.
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The staff of each seminar consists of three faculty members, drawn
from all four institutions.. All three staff Members attend every meet-
ing. Research papers are required, but no final examinations. The
content of each seminar varies from year to year, and there is a pro=
gressive turnover in the staff of each. In addition to the seminars, a
series of colloquia is held each year, bringing together all students in
the Program to hear papers delivered by guts or students. Thee
are about four of these colloquia, each year now. Originally there were
more, but frequent dull -scale meetings proved impractical.

The intent of the "Standards --of Judgment" seminar is to examine
the nature and validity of standards of judgment commonly em-
ployed in literary criticism and in the social sciences. Representative
norms are studied oittSzatitention to the historical origins and con-
sequences as well as to the basic value-assumptions and symbol-con-
structions upon which they depend. Inconsistencies and conflicts be-
tween existing standards are examined, and an attempt is made to
determine the meaning or meanings of "validity" in judgments of
"truth" or "significance." Of the three staff members, one is .always
drawn from the field of Literature' and one from Philosophy; the
third has been drawn thus far from the fields of History, Economics,
and Psychology..

Titles of recent literary seminars include and Ideas : The
Sixteenth Century," "Society and Ideas : 17704860," ``Society and
Ideas : i51860-1914," "Society and Ideas : 1914 to the Present." In
1958-59, for. example, the seminar attempted to discover the basic
causes and probe the major changes in the relationship of the indi-
vidual, to his society during thi period 17704860. It endeavored to
analyze the nature of the various revolutions of the time and to
arrive ,at some conclusions about the essential meaning of change. Its

weeas the major figures. and forms of expression in philosophy,
religion, literature, the fine arts, politics and economics. The literary
seminar's staff usually represents the fields of Literature, Philosophy,
and History. Students sometimes seek to take the literary seminar
twice, but 4tre, with few exceptions, dissuaded from doing so.

'Titles of recent social science seminars include "Individualism and
Collectivism," "The Basic Nature of Institutions," The Administra-
tive Process," and "Problems of Authority." In,1,9511-59, the seminar
dealt with "American Imtitutions and Riede Since 1900." It at-
tenipted to-Bilminate the rapid changes that have doomed in recent
yea* bringing to bear the methocli and ofortilatO,
ConsidOititioti was as the titidetlyint.oauses of

whether the olden Ataeii-
can noiv Veen imodited
whether the quiet replaced the quest for .advon.-

die way in whidhinatatutitina have beei modified to
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netv societal needs mid the adequacy of modem American education
to meet the requirements of modem America. The Social Science
seminar is usually staffed by an eeonomist, a political wienti.41 and a
historian.

C. Examinations

Written and oral qualifying (or, at Occidental, "plelimintry
examinations are given at the end lid a itudent's mmiew work, pri
to his concentration on diimrtation mearch, and serve as the basis )6
advancement to candidacy. Their pa/slim) is to tea the stude* s
competence in the five or six special areas agreed upon between Mm
and his departmental supervisory committee and, in the subsequent
oral examination, to explore weak points revemleti in the written
examinations and to tett broad, general competence in wcial-
humanktic studies Ten hours are devoted to each of the written
examinations. The Etude/4 is given his questions at the beginning of
the day and returns his answers at the end. The oral examination
bats 2 or 8 hours. These examinations are usually taken' over a
period of several months.

Examinations are prepared by a student's supervisory committee
and reviewed and approved by the Ed .onal Council of the IPEIS:
The several sections must be appropriately broad, but must have focus
and intercoheranw. Breadth, wr se is not an object, and students are
advised against including far-off interests unWs they can justify them
cogently. The content of each mlion is narrow enough to be manage-
able---e.g., a period, genre, or major figure; and the sections are se--
lated amtiding to deimrthwital formulas which mime breadth of
coverage ovwrall. At Oecidernta!, for example, the examination in-
clucks the following five sections: (1) a specific literary figure; (2) a
limited liferary period (84., French and German RanantithEan) ; (8)
a limitadlittrary pin* (e.g., lyric podry, tragedy) ; (4) some aspect
of literary critician and (5) some area outside of literature which is
rektd or impatint to it (eg., philotophy; history, or art). This
fifth sect&In is limited:to come one definable segment of a &Id (e.g.,
Renainams'Itathin Painting) , but 'mums background and mewl.'
&lied familiarity with the general field.

ammuisuis
Standards of quality fw IPOS dissertations are no 1m

than those of regular derustnants. Dissertations are ioter&Ive
butxmA fle4i1y interdepartmental in imn4ticm. The proNs. or
topk nuut be trated in mil a is* atto its to
Otto &mu of knowledge, eirm tkugh_ the rainificatkm omit be
inc0med to any greet Wag in the amitam AWL The busier di-
.rnimikm can be anfilved in subseptaA resew& and

I-
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CORAL DEGREE PROGRAM

b Advisory

planning his program, a student first consults his department
chairman or, at Claremont-, the "coordinating committee" in charge
of his field of concentration. The guide him until he arrives at a
fairly firm idea of the fields he wishes to be examined in prior to
advancement to candidacy. At Claremont, a supervisory committee
of several faculty members is next appoiuteti to assist the student in
developing his pro is of study and in preparing for the qualifying
examinations. The chairman of this committee, who repre$knts the
student's principal interest, is revonsible for sulmnitting the udent's
degree program to the Committee on Graduate Courw and
At Occidental and liekilands a Preliminary Examinations Committee
is next f9rme41, usually in the first half of the student's end year,
to guide }dim through the remainder of his course work and the exam-
inations. This annmittee consists of at least three faculty members,
representing the fields to be covered on dis preliminary maminations
and, chaired by the profemor representing the student's principalinter.

The Educational Council joins with the institution of residence in
appointing each committee. Onfi of the committee members is fre-
quently wielded him-the faculty of one of the other cooperating col-
leges. The qualif7ing written and oral examinations cover the areas
of knowl previously agreed upon and are given and grade4
jointly by the IPGS Educational Council and the hutitutional super-
visory conunittee. After at student has pissed his qualifying examina-
tions and the general design for his dissertation has been approved by
both the IPGS Educational Council and the home institution's grad-
uate committee, a diimertation wmnmittee is appointed to guide him
in his dissertation research and writing. This oommittee always in-
clucks a member of the Educational Council and a repmentative of
the graduate comities of the home inst4utim (often the same man),
and is chaired by the prime p'1 dissertation adviser.

e. 11franares mask& are Papa efoethmt
The most effective mechanisms for insuring the synthm*s of lesrn-

ing which the Program aim at are the intersrub seminars and the
Educational Council's involvanent in the qualifying exim'inttions and
the dissertation research. in addition, the Council representative at
Occidental, and often at Claremont and Redlands, serves on IPGS
students' tnipers*ory &enmities. and watts closely with them from
the ROINWarf the ke tits Progtam has not been
any sea* ef accomplidunent of its

gladeats soon acquire.
ilk courses

interests

ist
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Cmti &in wftrt-es of mappmi

The Intercollegiate Program i in terms
of staff time contributeA. per Etudent enro1kd than reguhr depart
mental prograwi for two main rtms. First, the IPGS mninaN
require of their three gaff mexam a considerable amount of read
ing d preparation outthde of their spe6altift Since e=nrollment

in the RIGS %min". is (=matte that of average depaitmental F*-
nats, this itilii tUU in preparation w-ary twim as many stude_m_;

but the amount of preparation required by an IPOS wilinar is pm*
ably more than that worth a single profer mu .4 devote to two
departnintal seminars . In any eve, ABA manbe.m' dermrtmeatal
counv loads are reauckoki in ciampensation for tki6r participation in
the intersubject seminar si3 that for each .minar the eluiralftt
of three yr-ourse is k= to the dew-WI-ma& Stvond, supervision
of the qualifying eaamination and dime:--rtaticm arvil involvre
activa participation of a grmter-than-average number of faculty
membeles. The Program aziFx) mak_ a few additional minor demands
upon staff time: i.e., attending the colloquia. s*rving on IP07 (tom

mitte, and travel, for mot wininars and exIlloquia, to aremmt
and back (which is 3 mil; from Oetidentat 40 miles fim Rd1&nd,
and 2-3 miles from ex ) This travel amounts to a two hour
round trip eh wk. but the time ennmte is often t in unieling
students.

These dir& costa re not offset in the usual w&y by wading studemth
out to utilize exam capacity in eoursw offered by pLTt1tThting de
paitrnent& At Claremont, IPGS Audits probably do not represem
a net expansion of decimal enrollment, since nvxst would have enrolled
as regular departmental EtAldailth ; thus Claregncat's share of tha extra
costs f the Program may only be disminteli to the extent that this
share is a substitute for regular departmental en4s. At Occidental
and Redlands, IPGS students conititute totally new doctoral wren
ments and are almt: wholly responsible for the expansion of graduate
staff and course offerings at the two institutions; thus the eves
attributable to participation in the Intercoltegiate Program have
been an inextricable part of the total eat of egabliOling new *tors]
programs. The establishment of doctoral programs would have been
beyond the means of the latter two colleges if they had not been able
to um the staff and library resource; of all the cooperating inititutums.

The several 'col now pay all costa f the Program except foi
fellowships and a small porn if the general overhead. ERAS time

was originally supported by The Fula for the Advancement. of Edum

cation, but now has become the financial ithbilit of the
themselves. The 1955 Ford Foundatim grant, whiá is
lapse in 1960, has paid for the 15 to0 a
momsdministzative costs, tire*, and books for spode' reading room
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the Claremont E4mnomies Department hav

two minds about the 'calm of participation for
The Claremont Wish Department was

generally approves the Program. A few
profeson at each of the colleges have opposed taking on graduate
revossibilitiee in traditionally undergraduate colleges.

8. &moils, weeduresait, thensgm ad deedorments
Severend Acuity mambas have remained skeptical of the

, ends and means, fearing that it lases the depth of traditional
mental ourrkaiwts. However, if a certain kind of depth is
the Program, anotbett and mole important had is gained. That is,
it may be that MIS itwhmts expend lees than the tonal amount of
effmt of particular subjects
of 7 Isom Unitary figures and
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prefers to direct students' attention to imams of attitud
proach rather than specific content, and to let at:dents fo
interests in regard to the latter, it nevertheless has had to insist on
breadth of coverage in the -face of itudeats' natural propensities to
ignore important areas of study which are only of remote interest to
them. For example, two or three students have been interestea in
American studies, and have done the bulk of their work in Anv,frican
history, philosophy, and literature, complementing these central
studies with relevant European background courses. The Institute
has asked them to take at least one seminar outside the modern period'
and to study the discipline or concept of their interest in its social and
historical context

b. ILA courses

AU Institute courses are seminars, conductectby means of informal
lectures and discussion. All require papers. Normal enrollment is
5 to 1Q studehts, and 8 faculty members are usually present at
each meeting.

The required two-year, five-credit-hour seminar, "The Liberal
Arts," meets fortnightly with all members of the Institute faculty at-
tending. it includes a study of the history and contemporary pattern
of the liberal arts; a consideration of the methods used by the human-

. lit, 'the social scientist, and the natural scientist in the discovery and
organization of knowledge'; and a consideration of philbsophies of
higher education, including such problems as the educability of man
and the social objectives of a liberal education. At the and of the
second year each student prepares, presents, and defends a paper set-
ting forth his view of the nature and significance of the liberal arts
in terms ofthe focus of his own intellectual interests.

All students are also required to enroll for at least two quartets in,
the seminar, "Studies in the Western Tradition," which is conducted
by a small committee of the MA; faculty and meets weekly during
fall and winter quarters. The object of the course is to -exiiline
selected periods within the history of Western Civilization with a
view to discovering, if possible, the essential cliaracteristks and cli-
mate of opinion of each peek& An attempt is meek to explore the
political, economic, institutional, soeialf philootTh-
ical, artistic, and literary
attention given to their effect on
aim of the study, which is basedp
nwnwnents, is to train
of the culture. In 19

Agee and the 18th eon
Aacient Greece find the
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The final required' course, "britical Study of Systems of Knowl-
edge," -also conducted by a small committee of the Institute faculty,
meets weekly during ihe spring quarter. It attempts to analyze' and
compare specific structures df thought in, terms of their logical bases
and intereoherencies. It is thus systematic rather than historical in
approach. Its faculty' is drawn primarily from the Department of
Philosophy. Lectures and audent papers attempt to show haw the
presuppositions and procedures of the writers studied are related to
their general outlook and (=elusions. The course provides a
sharpening of the studait's ability to analyze logically.

Of the optional ILA. courses, Comparative Literature" ha&
recently been devoted to the Romantic movement in several 19th
century literatures; "The Order of Human Valuep" is another sys-
tematic course, which examines the normative &tractor of human
values, and the interrelationship) of such values, in various fields;
and "Problems in Obntemporary American Institutions" is concerned
with political, e6anomic, and religious interrelationship). The only
historically oriented optional courseis "The Impact of Greco-Roman
Culture t;yon Early Christianity." The attention to concept and the
methods and interrelationships of thought, rather than to specific his-
torical periods, reflected in twee Institute offerings (particularly in
"The Order of Human Values") represents an attempt to counter-
balance the period and content specialization of regular (kpirtmental
courses.

C. Exisitinations

The preliminary examination is the only general examination given.
It consists of two parts : (1) a general examination of the candidate's
understanding of the liberal arts, of the relevance of his special area
of interest to the problems of education, and of the history of Western
Culture; (2) an examination in the candidate's specially defined field.
The examination is, in effect, a recapitulation of work done in the
required seminars (especially in "The Liberal Arta" and "Studies in
the Western Tradition") and that die in the =mos directly related

\-tVilh(lsettudent's central inters*.
.

written examination lasts for a week, with two days vent an
each part. Students write their answers at home and sub* them
typed itvoosible. The Eumining Committal,itianigts of the attv.
derkt's Adiiemy Commitxee and th4 Director of the MA, ?Apes
assistance .ensures in general part of the

staulitt undervies au
0 of his understanding
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INaserkstion

The student's Advisory Committee continues to supervise his work
on the dissertation, requiremnts for which are no lei stringeRt than
those of regular departments. The ILA is particularly solicitous of
the quality of its dimertatiens, sending each to two scholars outside
Emory for their evaluations. In the event both outside scholars
should disapprove distertatian (which has mover happened), the
Institute would ask that it be rewritten.

p

Completed dimertatices incluck a study of the implications of
Whitehtiad's philosophy for educational philosophy, a study of tixt
Romantic hero in nineteenth century Frame, "The Judgment of
Literature's from a perspective at the intersection of literary criticisin
and aesthetics, and a study of the sociology of in in Anwirica.. Among
.dissertations in proem are an ethical analysis of the tragic choice
between two goods u illustrated in .Cmrad's novels, a comparison of
the conception of history in the Gospel of John and that in the
philosophy of Hegel, and a study of tbe comilA of the Bamue.

o. Triodes' provosts
A typical program', building upon a master's degree in &mance.

Languages, has included regular and,elective ILA seminars, regular
and directed -study courses in French lyric poary, "Topics in Modern
French Literature," "English Rananticison," "Literary Criticism," SK)

hours of dissertation research, and a dimertation "The Ito-
mantic Hero in France." Anaher, building upon an I.A. in English,
has included ILA seminars, contemporary literati/se and literary
criticism in regular find directed-reading course, in the English De-
partanent, philosophical aesthetics (mostly directed study), and a dis-
sertation on contemporary criticism.

Dinteted study

The Inatitute's comparatively great reliance upon informal tutorial
work has been named above. Students normally do a third 9r more of
their course work in this way.

S. Twain, propwatim emu, placonsent
One of the requirements for the doctwal degree is the "clionceutra-

tion of interest in and capacity for effedive teaching on the college
lev'el." This requirement 1s met in several way& First, the seminar Sn
"The Liberal Arts," while purely theoretical, inunires careful cordiii
eratkm of the ends and imam; of eduattim Second, every gckag
attends sessiom of a pradicum is college teaching during the wink(
quarts' of his owed year. This is a peke of about four lectures and
diseweionly sponsored by the Graduate Schoolt. is which, mkt* U.putt; of calve and university education are treated by i
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Third, some sort of apprentice teaching is required. This usually
takes the form of an apprenticeship in elementary mums, especially in
the undergraduate Humanities ("great books") courses, in which the
student works closely with a senior professor and actually teackies
clams for a week or so. Finally, about a third of the students in the
Institute take dull charge of courses as teaching asfigants. Teaching
ILIMistants are generally supervised, closely. In the Department of
Religion, senior professors usually audit the student's first lecture,
attend some of his dismission meetings, and look over the first pipers
he grades. The History Department requires prospective aisigants to
attend for a year the courses they are going to teach. In all depart-
ments staff meeti4gs are frequent Work as an apprentice or teaching
assistant is preferably and usually done during the second year in the
Institute.

ILA graduates and candidates who leave to teach have no difficulty
finding appointments. Although many traditional departments are
scmmivhat reluctant to hire the ILA type of Ph. D., there is a anal but
expanding steady current of demand for just such men, particularly
swag small liberal arts colleges. The Institute has been cultivating
this current, which also grows on itself.

6. Orimisation, ainsinistrath": costs
a. lAwf twordiaddiss

Full staff meetings were much more frequent at the beginning. The
staff now meets as a group only when important new business comes
up. The Institute seminar, "The Liberal Arts," regularly attracts six
or seven members of the faculty. The der seminars bring the staff
together to a lesser extent. Informal amtacts keep the Institute
faculty in close touch with one another.

AirMser7 *semi
Student programs are planned under the supervision of a three-

member Advisory Committee, appointed at the beginning of the
student's work in the Institute, whose members are representative
of his interests. The Committee may be reconstituted if the student's
interests change. The Chairman of the Committee, whose interests
correspond most closely with those of the student, serves as his prin7
eipal adviser. The Committee as a whole meets with the student ae
needed, pperally about once a quarter; the Chairman consults with
him regularly.

A !student's *gram *ends in large part on his particular in-
taints. However, aim the preliminary examination will require a
stucIent to &immigrate an understanding of the major areas of studies
wouptissed by the HA prwrani, individual programs are devised
so as to provide such an understanding.
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Measurin a4akh aro mon e ett-e
ost valuable methanisn for l ftding audents to grav tim

cLohereacie-s among the wveral fields has been the squired Lemi-
nars. The bring t
focused upon common
consideration.

The Advisory ims brien of limited value &van.% of the
lack of intelleelial emcounter. But the Committee Chairman and an
other .v membw with whom the student may work clmelv play
an important role in furthering the c i of the inkituta. Di-
rectell, study cou r. are valuable in Midents to syntlimze
diverse bodies of knowlekige-. eng can, however, be
overdone

The InAitute program relatively y in of ff time for
the number of udents enro Each gadent r great dm]
of tatorisl, individual attenti and the MA courses, although they
are taught cooperktively by three or four faculty mmbeis and thus
require lei tinw of each than regular departmntal courses, never-
tlelm require more preparation, so that each instnutor takw on
more than a third or quarter of normal course work. This high direzt,
expense of staff time is offset samewhat by the use of regular depart-
mental (Lotuses, but ILA students probably take too few of the to
reduce the wit of their education, in tams of staff tinv, to a normal
or below-normal rate.

The Institute's impact upon the regular departments concerned is
difficult to measure pre6sely. It has been only one of several fadors
causing an inerea in gaff in theme departments during the past seven
years. The steady growth of graduate enrollments at Emory and the
expansion of courm offerings have been others. The impact has been
lightened slightly by the occasional use of visiting faculty fior short
Periods.

Normally, one-third of a staff mmber's time is devoted to work .

in the Institute, the remainder going to teaching and other duties
within his own department. Departmental course kads are Eoometimes
fully, sometimes only partly mimed for work contributed to the ILA.'
The exttnt of such compensation is difficult to determine exact
Several departments have &aimed their teaching loads hi recent
years as a result of undertaking departmental graduate programs,
=and compensatim for work in the Institute in some eases Ulna gone
beyond the reduction of course loads of. other men in the samt
department

Enrollment in the Institute has barn equal to its No ab-
stantiai increase in enrollnumt would be poodble wi mit exprow

r men of diverm in
lems and eoneeW, brim

in =maims
ening the area of
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priating additional Etta time from regular departmentr-4_, or else
overcrowding ILA courses and overburdening its advisory system.

Staff time and other expenses have until rekently been contribute-d
without wmpeamtion out of departmental budgets. A small grant
from the Ford Foundation helped a little during the second or third
ve of the program. A_ fairly largv 3-vear grant from the Car-.
negie Corporation 95841) has now enable-1 the Institute to coin-

sath me contributing departm partially during some quarters
for releasing staff time to the ILA. The Carnegie funds enable
departhients to hire graduate awistants to teach mums ordinarily
taught by senior faculty members, thus freeing these men without
forcing the departments to make shift to accommodate the extra
students. But this is unequal compensation, since the department
loses in quality if not quantity of instruction, and since it also has to
reduce the frequency with which it offers an important advanced
course which the releaid profe-or alone can teach.

7. Faculty

Perhaps half of the ILA faculty have published articles or books
which exemplify the breadth of interest which the Institute Feek to
cultivate in its students. Although nothing is done specificallY to
broaden the interim and r&arch of the faculty, participation in the
Institute does Rem to lead mane men to significant scholarship cross-
ing departmental boundaries.

All departments concerned have cooperated wholeheartettly with
the InAitute. Departments not offering the doctorate have especially
welcomed the opportunity afforded their faculty (and students) to
participate in the advanced work of the ILA.

8. Strati-dui, wwkimules, changes cuutdemlopments

Both gaff and students have been enthusiastic atxmt, the objectives
of the Inititute. There has beent some skepticism about the efffmtive-
nve of the program in achieving depth of learning equal to that
achieved in regular departmental curriculums, either overall or partic-
ularly in individual ILA comm. The Institute takes great pains to
avoid sacrificing such depth.

Another dilemma has been to find time for broad systematic and
annimative udies focusing on ideas rather than cultural epochs, and
for =we attoition to the (=temporary period and the bearing of past
expece upon preeeat prthkm& The loditute seeks to advance
this kind of knowledge, ytt inch breadth and (xantemporaneousneas
canna be subetituted for a good grounding in Western history and
thorough seholarthip in a special area. Professor Bear** feels that
a fundiumntal reexamination of the 1:14k curriculum mud won be
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There have been two mall elanm in curriculum: (1) a mum in
methods of resvant in the humanitim has been dropped bwatt*
teaching such a course in iwiation from specialized content made for
an aract, arid, futile syllabus; (2) the -"Studies in the W -e4ern
Tradition" wminars were originally 3 in number requirts4 and heavier
in weight (about LN or :"?..%5 hours during the first but this was
found to be too vere a curtailment of a Auden freedom to follow
his OWT1 ml
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the methods and objectives of andergra uate an
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spent long hours in diwut-sing the prt. and ins of the radifion_M
departmental doctoral programs. This wninuttee recommtslide4 an
inter& rtmental dok_---toral program in the humanitim The recom-
mendation was_ approved by the Graduate Council and the Program
was authorized in 1956 It was put into o per on during the
1R5-6-57 academic year

Five students entere41 the Program
in 1957, and three more in 19&S. E.

pt 956 thre* more
fello rvs, made available

to the Program in 1939 under the National Defent* Graduate Fellow-
ship Program, have caused a considerable expansion of enrollment
in tea current academic year. The first doctoral degrti, perhar
four, should be complete(' this year. Attrition among the first 11
entrants has been about average : 2 have apparently dropped out
permanently, 2 have become inactive, and I completed a de
mental doctorate elsewhere.

3. Admission procedures and requittemtnits; :widens timreaeriatka
The Supervisory Committee receives applications for admimion and

admits students provisionally to the Program. Admission to can-
didacy for the Ph. D. is, of course, granted only after the student has
passed the several required examinations described below. in regyiew.
ing apOiestions, the Committee looks for, but does net netlike, some
breadth in students' undergraduate records. Them records typically
reveal a restlessness with departmental boundaries and a steady (Dot
maverick) movement from one department to another indicative of
vn interest&
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during the third year may be ruind by the Superviry mmitteie,
m4x4 often in the student's e d of ommitration. This additional
load pe_rmits students to broaden their audit% in the earlier yews.
Students taking joint degreffi in the Humanities and a regular depart,-
ment, should expect to do a considerable amount of extra work in the
department COTIMITIKII although departmaital course requirements
may, with the en-it of the department be somewhat mitickkAd to
Mak8 room for Program rexpnre_ments.

Piviriluse warm!
The Hurnanisüc Tradition," hi:44)6ml

of tlw huiuziistic tradition in Wesrn Civilization* It aiim at
ening undemanding and filling in the gaps in widen' 'mow
and at synthesizing the diver= elemuyntx; of the humani._
Students in the Program are mithusia.Aic about the ootim. They
find it valuable in that it gives them a chance to deal with humanistic
arms with which they are unfamiliar. It brings them into clime con-
tact and extensive diwu&sion withfuIty and other Audents in all
arvas of the huznaiun. expomg them to diverse manif&qations of
similar ideas or attitude& Thus it opens up vistas and encourag
interfield explorations Cli mtin consist of lectum or papers
and informal diKuRnon. Usually several faculty ors are pres-
PIAL Students prepare between 5 and 10 short, specific paperscg.,
a review of Realaimiano pain techniques, a study of arthitectural
details, an analysis of a partkular work or interpetaLion of a concept,
etc. The courw leads to a comprehensive examination to.3ting the
depth of students' undemanding in all htunanistic fields and historical
periods This examination is hereafter to be used as the
qualifying" examination.
"Basic Problems in the Humanities" is a seminar devoted to varying

broad integrative topics, selection of which depends upon the interests
of the students. Di4cussim of brml concepts, such as "The Idea of
Justice in Literature," "The Role of the Artist in Society," "Aes-
thetics and Theology," leads to individual guly of specific aspects
of each concept for "The Idea of Justice," papers on Greek Tnigedy
Job, Faulkner and others. Abotit fire papers are presented by each
student during the first semester, about three during the second.
There is no final examinitim

6. Exesseimuiens
The Program requires students to take threesgeneral examinations.
"preliminaty examination," given early in the first semester .44!

. tempts to discover the breadth of the beginningstudent's background
and to locate his weak points. It is a written and oral cxi
the oral part being simply a discussion of the written part between
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student and advibw. On the hags of the results of this examination
the Avdent is advised which court to take and what supplenwaitary
read

T -mg e to be identical with the final ex-
amination in the "Hurnnistc Traditions" se_minar. It -t_ts depth
of compmhension in severni fieldz and epodis,

The "comprehensive examination," given not latkr than the end of
the first wmater of the third ye&r, is ba&Ad primarily upon-eadi stu-
dent's particular interegs. Only three audents have taken this ex-.
=illation, so that it 6. still in an experimental stab-T. It lasts for
three days and conAFts of th parts. The first part is a bread exi
nation of factual knowledge, covering the whole humanistic tradition.
The next four parts are intenve examinations of the student's 'major
intereAs: One of the must be departmental and narrowly focud
(e_gi ekmtemporsry American Philowphy). and one must be brcvadly
interdepartmental (e_g_, Romanticimn or the Enlightenment)
other two range betweem the extreinm At least one of tlicie four
parts must be ckeely relate4 to the student's proposivAl field of re-
wanli, and at least one mutt be fairly far afield. The four parts
should cover quite diginct areas of learning including several major
epochs However, they must not be ch-cksvn'it random, but rather
should have some bearing upon the focus of the student's interest.
The sixth part of this examination is a &.-14 o1ar1y y.

Disomutica
Dina-Lotions must be appropriately miss-departmental. Those

in proms deal with Hegelianian and Thomas Wolfe, the influence
of French Symbolists on Joyek's Finnegan's Wake, and Tillich's
aestiutic theory and uprota3tant" literary criticism.

di. Typical program
In summary, a typical program would consist of half of the work

in a particular department (e.g., French), two-thirds of the rest in
two or three fields related to the program's focus (e.g., other contem-
porary Continental literature, contemporary art), and one-third in
interdepartmental courses and counes only distantly related to the
center of interest (el., Renaissance literature or philmphy). The
center of interest in such a program would span two or three fields
(e.g., symbolism in contemporary art and literature), and would b.
come the stri)ject of the dissertation. The final comprehensive exami-
nation would cover not only the whole spectrum of main interests but
also at least one of the distantly related areas which the student has

I. Direeta stuffy cow*
Atpriegat, vila7 student takes at kast one irected reading mow
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ca &timid Defense Fellows is go to have a perep-

tim Depart-,
meats of and Philosophy, whose course enrollments will go
up muliderably. Some regular cmnes now offered by these deptrt-
meats will probably be broadened and trpsformed into Rumania
co (a.g., limaissance Literature). The Plaloewily Department

to establish a &lira Oriental Studies partly as a contribution
the Program. The School of Music likely to establish au intro-
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ductory course for graduate students primarily because of the Pro-
gram. In addition, all participating departments expect eo make staff
additions in the near future, but these must be made to takes care of
increased graluate and undergraduate enrollments in the departments
themselves as well as in the Humanities Doctoral Program. Thus the
future,cost of the Program to these departments is problematic.

Heretofore, all the costs of the Program have been contributed by
participating departments. Departmental course loads have been re-

, duced in full compensation for faculty work including advisory
duties) contributed. This practice is to be continued. Funds re-
ceived under the National Defense Graduate Fellowship Program will
be used to expand departmental resources dimly related to the
Humanities Program.

7. Faculty
I

Some of the participating faculty members the lees have mark-
edly cross-departmental research interests. The oikhers participate
willingly in the seminar discussions as representati es of their de-
partmental specialties. Both types of research irate eitrich the
Program. No premium is put upon cross-departmen interests on
the part of the faculty, since the Program is meant flak to dispute the
value of departmental specialization, but to provide a curriculum for
students with brooder research interests.

The Program has had the full support of all deptheianents, whose
chairmen have conscientiously considered its needs in making new
faculty appointments. So far the Program has been small enough
that meeting its needs has not caused serious inconvenience to any
participating department.

8.- Strengths, weaknesses, changes .and developments
The strength of the Program lies in the full support of participating

departments and the Graduate Deitn and in the enthusiasm of its du-
dents. It did not become operable until phis support was sure, aid
then only after very careful preparation, ificlucling long and thorough
consideration of ends and means.

The Program has worked well on,an informil basis, but will tend tolase its informal cohesion as it expands. It is likely that some admin-istrative and advisory procedurei will have to be puton a more formal
basis. 4

Irk



Stanford University: The Graduate Prograntin Humanities

Director: Associate Prof. Lawrence V. Ryan, Department of English
Admitti4trative Committee: Prof. John W. Dodds, Executive Head, Special

Piograms in Htunanities; Prof. George H. Kno les, Department of History ;
Prof. John L. Mothershead, Department of Philosophy ; Prof. Brooks Otis,
Executive Head, Dextrtment of Classics; Prof. Norman Philbrick, Executive
Head, Department of Speech and Drama ; Associate Prof. Lawrence V.
Ryan ; Prof. 1r. W. Strothmann, Executive Head, Department of Modern
European Languages ; Prof. Virgil K. Whitaker, Executive Head, Depart-
ment of English.

1. General and comparative remarks
The aim of the Stanford Gradualiumanities Program is to add

the breadth ofAacquaintance with the vital and perennial traditions of
Western Civilization to the depth of a regular departmental discipline,
humanizing departmental scholarship by bringing to the scholar's
attention the historical and philosophical ramifications of eis special
subject. In addition, it aims to produce university instructors who
can approach and interpret their subject matter with speiciil insight
and breadth of understanding because of their humanistic training,
and who are thus well qualified to teach in the variety of general
educational ()Gums and interdepartmental courses and programs in
the humanities.

Like the Institute of the Liberal Arts at Emory University, Stan-
ford's Program extends normally through the second and third years
of graduate work. It is open to all students in the Department of
Classics, English, History, Modern European Languages, Philceophy,
and Speech and Drama. Unlike the HA, Stanford's Program does
not require its students to leave their regular ,clepartmenta. On the
contrary, it requires them to continue working toward and to com-
plete their departmental doctorates concurrently with their work in
the Program.

Work in the Program consists of eight or nine quarter-courses, or
about one year (three quarters) of course work. The Program courses
may to varying extents be substituted for departmntal minor re-
quirements, but the Program entails at leasta full extra quarter of
course work for each student. Students must pass both regtdar dew

45
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partmental and special Program comprehensive examinations and

write dissertations acceptable both to the department concerned and

to the Program. They finally receive a joint Ph. D., awarded in

"History and Humanities," "Philosophy and Humanities," etc. The

Graduate Program in Humanities is thus not a substitute for tradi-
tional. departmental Ph. D. program. Rather, it supplements de-

partmental work in the way that a "minor" supplements a "major,"

but it is more extensive than the typical minor and.has a different

purPmm.
Except that it does not embrace the social sciences, Stanford's

Program most closely rewinblim; the rmory Institute of the Liberal

Arta in coverage and approach. It does not attempt to provide broad

"horizontal" coverage of the humanistic disciplines. The Depart-
ments of Art and Music do not participate in the Program or con-
tribute to its staff, nor have doctoral candidates in Music (a Ph. D.
in Art is not offered) sought to enter the Programperhaps because

their interests at this level are technical rather than broadly human-

istic. Neither does the Program request its students to combine more

than two departmental disciplines in their special areas of conctmtra-

tion, even though it dot* seek to produce scholars who research

transcends traditional departmental lines. The Program aims, not at

broad crow-departmental coverage and not precisely at interdeparte

mental integration (in the sense that integration i3 an alternative to

departmental specialization), but rather at a background of ;wide

historical-philosophical awapones3 which will add due proportion and

fruitful perspective to normia departmental studies.
This kind of intellectual awarenem is provided by a required

Humanities course-seminar sequence. This consists of six "Western

Traditions" muses covering the major historical periods in Western

Civilization and dealing with works of moral-intellectual significance

in their philosophical, historical, and literary dimensions and implica-

tions; and of two broadly phikisophiecal seminars dealing with beak

humanistic problems, usually independently of particular historical

epochs. The topic of one seminar is militant: "The Functions of a

University and the Meaning of riducatkft." These courses are offered

in two-year cycles and are taken throughout a student's second and

third years of course work. The emphasis upon historical coverage

is clearly heavier than at Emory, and the requirement for broad, con-

ceptual mums lighter. Nevertheleas, the two programs have gen-

orally similar patterns of content and purpose;

2. Establishnuffst, enrolinsessts degrees

The Program was inaugurated in 195844. It was conceived and

guided daring ita first 4% 'years by Professor F. W. Strothmann.

The structure of the Program, the content of the "Western Tradi-
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tions" courses, and the topics to be covered in the seminars were
planned carefully in advance by the Administrative Committee,
and have been reviewed constantly since.

Entering enrollments have run between 8 and 15 student& Enroll-
ments in the Western Traditions courfiaa, which are open by special
perminion to outside stixbants, have been slightly higher. In a
typical year (1966-47), 12 students entered the Program, 11 were
actively engaged in completing the sequence of courses and seminars,
and about 11 had already finished the Program course requirements.
In June 1958, nine, and in June 1959, five more students completed
the Humanities sequence. An average of six students annually have
dropped out after enrolling in the "Western Traditions" course ; the
greater number of these have been persons who tried the Program for
only one quarter and found it to be something other than what they
were lo9king for. One Ph. D. has been awarded so far, in History
and Humanitieis. Several degrees are nearing completion.

3. Admission procedures and requiremmas; student characteristics

Students amply to the Administrative Committee for admission to
the Program after having been admitted to graduate work in a par-
ticipating department. in general, students may apply at the end of
the first year of graduate study at Stanford or elsewhere. Exception-
ally promising candidates may be admitted at the beginning of their
graduate work. Requirements are the same as those for admission to
regular departments. Normally, anyone admitted as a fully qualified
graduate student by a participating department may also enroll in the
Program. All candidates for Program fellowships are interviewed,
however, and fellowships are awarded competitively.

Students admitted to the Program generally are not intellectually
superior (nor inferior) to regular departmental students, but they do
generally have a capaciousness of interest and a humanistic (rather
than scientific) bent in scholarship which are less in evidence among
regular departmental students.

4. Curriculums
a. Gar requirements

Since the Program bs designed as a supplement to and not a sub-
stitute for departmeqal specialization, its first requirement is con-
tinued work in one of the six cooperating departments in accordance
with the department's requirements. The requiremen0 of these de-
partments are such. that there is little room for extrapdvartinental
course work aside from the Humanities sequence. There is no feeling
within the Program that departmental major loads ought.to be re-
duced as an acoommodation to the Program. Full departmental
*Rival:ewe Ut the base upon which the Program builds.

4
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Concurrently with their departmental warn work, Prwram stu-
dents take the sequence of eight quarter-coursee in liumanitim The
six courses in the "Wtetern Traditions" wries are the following "The
Ohmic Period" (Humanities 301), The Classic Period" (302), "The
Medieval Period" (303),4, "From the Renainance to 1700-" (304),
"From 1700 to 19W" (305) , "The Twentieth Century" (3M). The two
Humanitiffi wminars, ("Basic Humanistic Problems" and "The Funs
Lions of aUniversity and the Meaning of Education") usually take
up topics which cut acrd the major epochs and lead students to a
cognizance of the unity of knowledge, A final Prtvram requirement
of one additional graduate curse outside the student's major depart-
ment (which in some instances can be ma within the framework of
departmental requirements) ordinarily contributt preeivly to the
!Nut of adder breadth which the Program aims at.

This work may to some extent serve as a sul7etitute for -departmental
"minor" requirements. However, the typical minor concentration
requires only six coursxxs. Quantitatively, therefore, the Program adds
the equivalent of at lei a full quarter's work to the course require-
ments of each student. In practice, a number of studmits in the Pro-
gram spend a full additional year in course --work. Aside from mum
work, the Program requires a reading knowledge of one ancient lan-
guage, a requirement which may place an added burden upon students
in the History, Philimphy, and Speech and Drama Departments,
which do not have this requirement.

b. Prove= elmnef
The. "Western Traditions" fRquence is offered in 2-year cycli:

the two seminars are offered alternately during the autumn and spring
quarters. Enrollments in the historical courses have been running
about 20, in the seminars about 10 or 12. Each course is conducted by
means of guided disc ions. The historical mimes have often been
given by two professors simultanftfusly, a practice which has proved
ideal if the two complement each other. Papers are required in the
two seminars, and the "Western Traditions" court** require examina-
tions and term research papers alternately. These term papers Inuit
draw their subjects and their biblioraphies from an intellectual dis-
cipline other than the ktudent's own departmental Meld (e.g., a his-
torian might write on a metaphysical problem or on the problem of
characterization in a novel).

Reading lists and syllabi in the Program's comps hme undergone
revision and adaptation to the inteceats of instrudors and students, al-
though the framework has reniaimd mutant. Beading lifts of pri-
mary works are extensive for owl mum, but na fx) extensive that they
cannot be studied intensivel7. An attempt is made to select significant
works which are often neglected or she dealt with ply for other than
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humanistic values. For example, the historical wurse in "The Medie-
val Period" during the spring quarter of 19'68 dealt with the following
18 works: The Song of Ilikkbrand, Beowulf, The Sang of Rolami,
Cluitim de Troyes' Pte, Hartmann von Aue's Hapless Henry,
Tristan and Iseult, AndreAs Capellanus' Art of Courtly Love, Dante's
Vita Ntunta and Divise Comedy (Inferno and selert cantos of the
rest), Malory's Mork; &Arthur, Cassiodorus' Institutes of Divine and
Human .1,11-rning Aquinas' De EnM et L:issett la. Richard of St, Vic-
tor's Ben n Minor, FroiEmart's Chronieks (seleeions), Occam
(Selettion.) Luther's On Seeukni Authority, Rabelais's Gargantua
and Pant (Books I and II), and More's The seminar
in "Basic Humanistic Problems" has dealt with such topics as "TheIds of Justice" and "The Theology and Philosophy of History."

The most informative statement of the Program's purposes, cover-
age, and approach is the following list of pedagogical aims, drawn
up -Orly in 1958 after a series of discussions between staff and stu-
dents:

(1) To Introduce students, in the basic course, t othose work of thevarious hiOorical periods which have cmitributtki most significantly to
the shaping of the Western traditims.

(2) To strem4 insight into the humanistic values of the works rftd overother values they may contain.
(3) To em in development of critical capacity in the student over

acquisition of quantity of factual or background information.
(4) To study the selected works as intaislvely as possible in the timeallots to each ; to assign a sufficient, but ilia a maximum, number of worksfor discussion and evaluation.
(5) To ken) lecturing during the class meetings to a minimum and to

devote moat of the time to carefully guided discussion and criticism of the
works under considemtion.

(0) To place as much responsibility as possible upon the students for
reporting on, analysing, and discussing the works amigned. To make effec-
tive use of the special training and knowledge of superior individuals among
the student&

(7) To call in experts and authorities on various subjects from time to
time to lecture and to lead discussion; to double-staff the basic course when-
ever doing so will mhance the Yalu* of the course.

(8) To strtss the ways In which the various humanistic disciplines con-
tribute to the understanding oi important works In the humanities ; to pro-
vide training in basic techniques ot the various humanistic

(9) To provide Students in the seminars with an opportunity to do te-search that demands integrated use of methods of the various hums nistic

(10) To keep all participating instructors, visiting lecturers, and gradu-
te students Informed the aims of the inditidual courses and of the pro-

gram as a whole.
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c. Examiniulwis
After a student has complaed his Program etfursm
dependently of regular deparmentaI examinatiems, a

preherisive wrimn examinatim covering the "WetAern Trull
wiquealm. Usually the Program and departmcimmpreitems. e
examinations are taken at about the same time Admiwion to candi
dacy for the doctorate must have the joint approval of the
and a student's home departments A University oral examinatic
which a faculty reprv-tative of the Program prtcptes as one o
the quwlione taken wine-time aiter a amctemt has beAn admi
to candidacy.

Ensiffteei
Dirtation reluirements are no less s

lar de tit, and di----Fgertations must
de uandards, Disrtation
in a single dep*ItIneI1 field but approaches its subjed from the
perspective of a w&-1-LInd. For e_xample, wame subjects of di-&3e
in progre are "Joris-Karl Iluysman's and the Concept of Su e
(French literature approached through Theolwy and Phil-c&K)--phy,
"Virginia WOolf and the Individues Inviolable Smse of Life"
lish literature approaciie41 through Philasophy), and "A Cri
Of the Dialogues Embodying the Platonic Definition of Know
(Philosophy approached through literary analysis).

e. Typkvd prGgreNI

Students' programs comist of nmii4a1 departmental
and Humanities courses and seminal's. &Watts germinally
room in their schetlules for extra-deimrtawntal courvm
which lie too far alwid to fall under the teat of either the d
or the Program wliellule must be pursued by a udent on his own.

f. Directed study coursim

Directed study or "reading" muziat3 may be Wien at the disereti
and under the auspicts of audente home departamts.
5. Teaching preparation and placement

Teaching experience is voluntary, eibept in ths Department of
em Languages, hitt mmt studenfil in the Program do Kw* tching in
their home departmemts. In anditim, about half of the studfflits
complete the Program starve from 1. (porter to I yew as
teaching interns in the undergraduate Humanities program. These
attend all lectures in a course, teachdismssion sections, and meet fro-
qinntly with the course's lecturers in regular weekly or
meetings.

Reports about the performance of Program students now
elsewhere have been too few as yet to permit generalisation.

rrr
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tme of the three be tmthen in
Placetywnt has na bmi a problem.

ties have hidieated their in
at of the Program Thirte4m1 mule-mu had ught

16-4 r of 1M9 and all hø4been tihctni1y placed,
"tout the wuntry. 10
part beVAIIS* of tlw stu

mac in major univriies
-cas, the pcitions were gain
in in the Program

. Staff evicovirna

afitinet ion must be drawn betwn the Program's Achniiiiara
Live Committe* and its tech L The Adminiarative Cm
mit is a o1icy committee. It nwts usually a couple of tinw per
quarter to review curriculum Interview fellowship candidates and
award fellowshim admit applicants, wie4A teaching gaff. etc. The

aeff has been Wilt up gradually. A Ford Foundation
pum1 tte4 the Program to bring in many Viting proftOtell the various Program courees, but a sufficient minim is pernia-
from within tiw University has now hew iebl* This

of members of the Dewituents of (lames, English,
European Languages, and Philwphy. Others hate served

in the past and may step in again when tire is need
possilAe the pennatmt staff of the Program will be expanded in

the future, for mama maimed in section eight below .

in the 14,.4 no formal meetings were held, the teething
begun to mew regularly this year to coordinate the various

alums within the Program and to modify syllabi and comprelleAsive
examimaiwu in the light of the mw statement of Program aims.Uwe are also &wee *formal contacts, and extensive cxxiaillati
anmg the micerned about the =tent of particular (muses.

be Atikkorr system

Students' programs are determined automatically as far as the
Graduate Program in Humanities is alicerned. A student is requiredto take the slim "Western Traditims" sequence, the two semi-
nars, and me additioual graduate course or laminar outside the major

Aside from this work. be fulfills the requiremnts of
the depaitnient in which he is enrc1le4. A Chour comprehensive
examination (x) Warn " sequeme is taken

y tun robensive examinations.
and a

of deciding upon
both. the Program
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and the departmemt The dissertation and its defense must finally
have the Program's approval. The di;%ertation must be mad by a
member of the Adminigrative Committee or a mel-nber of the teacl
ing staff of the Prog_Tam, who is invariably clickvn from a partici-
pating department other than the one in which the ttudent is enrolled.
Students ary advitvci to begin the Humanitiffi- curs .-sv4itience as early
as pt_Lible durinz ther cond year of g:raduate work.

C. Mev=tums which re mow effective

The two mechanisms which the I rtv-ram relies upon t-

purpc*os are the Humanities coursv-minar sequemce, which furnish
students with a critical appreviation of the main current of the
ern Tradition, and the croFs-departme_ntal dissertation, in which the
breadth of perspective gained through the Humanities cour-s is ap-
plied to a specific resvarch problem.

d. Csts n4 acelvw of wirpwi
The direct ocv4 of the Graduate Human'

elear-ut calculation. Five Program cours annu
ing load of eight cours es (since tiw three hiaorical courws are.
usually taught by two men), and adrninjrative dutits require a
of the time of one additional faculty member. Although the Program
courIvs are to some extent milYstitilteld for departmental minor course
work, the Program is not large enough the dropping of cer-
tain courses by any participating departnent. Thus the Program
courses_ are an entirely extra expeme.

The departmental loads of men thing Humanities courses (or
administering the Program), are reductx1 in proportionate compenft-
tion for this work; but the impact of this loss of Etaff time upon the
departments has not yet been severe enough to neicaitate in ithelf
the appointment of additional faculty, membus. Departmental
courws taught by the pexmanent staff of the Program are simply of-
fered less frequently. Only the DepartmeAts of English and Modern
European Langu; have lost the equivalent of as much as one-half
the time of one faculty member to flu) Program in any given year. Be-
cause Qf a grant from the Ford Foundation, the PtÔm has beep
able to bring in wveral guest profetans, which has lighteied the bur-
den upon departments. But under the terms of the grant, gaffing
must, be provided from within the University beginning with the au-
tumn quarter of 1961, and the the participating departments are be-
ing taxed increasingly to tarry on the Program with their own staffs.

The Program has paid for itself fully out of an eight-year gnat
from the Ford Fmmdation, which is scheduled to lapse aftm 196a41.
In addition to reimbursing departments for staff time contributed to
the Program, the grant has also provided several sutxtantial fellow-
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in the winter and spring quarters

the Program u
partmental program and
a PIL D. program has been gradually overcome

ftwIr has endorsed the principlw embodied in the
Humanities Program and has expremed surprise at the high quality
of its Audemts. One ba.4s of this sucvm is the grewt amount of extra
work and tinw requited to ample* _the joint Ph. D. The fact that
21 of the students who hive completed their course work to date
received smut kind of financial aid from the Forlftoundation grant
suggest that unles3 they can receive well amiaanc*, students are
likely to be unwilling to make the sacrifice in time and money which
participation in the Program entails.

The structure of the Program has proved quite satisfactory.
rally there was a three-quarter sequence of topical Humknities
Dinars, the middle (winter quarter) seminar was abandoned
in 1956-57 to ease gle staffing burden and was replaced by tle re-
quirelnwit for one muse outside the major department The only
other major change has been a gradual reduction in length of course
reading lista, lea that key works may be rid more attentively. The
reexamination, early in 1958, of general and gogical aims has
bei mentioned in section 4(b) ohm.

0
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cuse: the Ph. D. Program for the Pre
Sc, and the Doctor of Social Scien4 ProgramScience in the

School of Citizenship and Public All three pro-
re founded in the late 1940's to meet= the need for co

instructors withbrotd, crass-departmental training in the three major
dirmons of learning to teach in general and introductory divisional
wurEes. Apart from their common origins and purpmes, however
met of the programs has had its own bonception and development

The Humanities Program leads to a M. D. in Humanitkis. An
M.A.. in a traditional department is a prerequisite for admiasim.
Then are xx) other specific requiramnts for cou'm work, except for
t4.1110h4eral University minimum requirwaent of 2 academic years.

oitire there any formal Program muses other than oczakional, op-
tional collaborative ogerings on varying topics. Students prepare for
qualifying or upreliminiry" examinations by tarung regular depart-
mental courses and by independent study. Thus the core of the Pro-
gram is the preliminary examination. This is drawn up individually
for each student and covers five fields repiesenting a welMefined in-
terest'. Students are advised to choose mums which will Nip thim
prepare for their examinations, Imit, often their inters are defined
late or or deliberately do some work only &gaudy re-
lated to thitiettetzti litterest;= The toms work done pñor to the pm-
liminary standastions thUe lark* in and is of
secondary ingiortanoe, pal dements in the Program are
t LUA. foundation, atiliniuntat represented b7 sae-
outs in the 1eiamination, and the dissertatim
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students, and enrollment has been glowing slowly but steadily ever
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completion of their doctorates..

On campus sad gworking at Rreeent are nine students who hare not
yet passed their preliminary examinations. There am fire otier Au*
dents actively enrolled who have weed their preliminary
dons, and three are well advanced toward completion of the
Thus there is a total of 14 stwkats wanly enrolled in the Program
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post,-Mi year of amuse work (i.e, the firm year in the Program)
may or may not include additianal comma in ti* M.A. departnezt,
and the student may or may not need additional courtie work beyond

required 2-year minimum to prepare for hie preliminary exami-
ma. There are no Program requireineate for breadth of oo

than that which the five examination fields entail. Individual
ixtognims thus do not fall intomy discernible gmaral pattern.

I.
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b. Program course.s

Other than occasional collaborative offerings, no courses are given
by the Program itself. These collaborative cou res, conducted by
two or more facility members, have been offered several times, in
Romanticism, The Idea of the Picamsque, The Enlightenment and
other interdepartmental areas. In addition, , faculty members are
often prevailed upon to conduct reading courses adapte-i to the mods
of iiidividuai Proc-ram sudei tts.

The prelumnary examination has been mentidned frequently above.
It includes two major and thr synthetic. cra-departmental sup-
porting fields of study. -0 The five fields must bear directly upon a well-
defined focus of inthrt, and must constitute a coherent range of in-
tercikpartmentai studies. Each field covers a period IV genmor both
to there, a single major figwe, or the like. Prac ticing musicians or
artists may subkitute a performance for one examination field. So
far, one musician has done SD.

Dissertation
Dissertations must reflect the cr(x%-departmental perspective zameit

by students in preparing their synthetic fieldsi-and they must conform
to best recogniztti standards of scholarly and critical achievement.
At ie Program's inception the question arose as to whether the for
of traditional distvrtation requirements should not be -diminished in a
Program emphasizing prepiration for teaching, particularly in regard
to original research. But Professor Edwin H. Cady, Coordinator
for the_ Program until this year, and his associates consistently refused
to alter traditional dissertation standards

& Typical progranu
A typical individual prograniiincludets a mixture of formal course

work, reading courses, and inforn4lly assigned independent study in
preparation for the preliminary examinations. Two examples of
arelithinary ex is tion-dissertation continuums are the following:

(1) M eld: German ; dissertation: 19th century German medievalism;
or fields of examination : Goethe, 20th century German itteratu

supporting fields :.Victorian English (with particular reference to GeXw
man influence), comparative study of German and English Romantl-
clam, medieval epic.

(2) Major field : American Literature; dIssmtation: Romantic Irony in
Hawth' ; major tidal -actaminauon: American Literature (two
fields) ; r. porting fields: Rominticitun in England, Romanticism In
Europe (especially Germany), Philosophy (Transcendentalism).

Of the 14 active students in the Program, the 5 who have
their preliminary examinations are engaged in the following syn-
thee: (1). Fine Arts, Literature, Philosophy; (2) Literaturi,

J1
Philosophy, History; (8) Anwrictui Literature, American History,
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Romance Literature (mainly Italian), in a dissertation on the impact
of America on contemporary Italian culture and literature ; 44) Amer-
ican Literature, History, Religion, in a dissertation on religious ideas
in American Literature; (5) Contemporary English and American
Literature, aesthetics, in a difwertation on James Joyce and 'theories
of hiEtory. Of the other nine Audents, four are interested in M4sic-
ology and Fine Arts, one in American, English, and Spanish Litera-
ture, one in Religion and Literature, two in Literature and Philotiophy
and one in Literature and Music.

I. Directed study courses
On the average, students in the Program do between 10 and 80 per-

cent of their course woik in directed reading courses. The proportion
caries widely from student to student
5. Teaching preparation and Alm/tient

Training and satisfactory performance in teaching are a formal
Program requirement, but the requirement is waiml in most cases
for the many4tudents who are alreadrAmperienced teacher& Others
must teach or assist under the direction and control of a senior pro-
fessosr in charge of an elementary general, education or home depart-
ment, course, generally for one full year, and usually during the poet-
preliminary examination, dissertation year. A student may work in
elementary courses in two departments if his interests are strong in
both. For his work and consultation with the prafeEsor directing his
course, the student earns one unit of academic credit per term, or
about two credits for the apprenticeship year. A maximum of five
credits inay be accumulated. This apprentice experience is offered in
the form of an informal seminar, described in the Graduate School
Bulletin as follows: _

Humanities M. Teaching of Huniattitie, is Higher Education. (1)
Seminar for graduate students who plan to teach in Mier:NI and univer-
sities. The Humanities in modern college curriculum ; purposes, kinds of
programs, selection and organisation of content, evaluation, professional
growth of the Humanities teacher.

In addition, students ordinarily take actual charge of teaching
daises for a couple of w :: during the year. After completing this
apprenticeshO, a student typically spends a year in full charge of a
section, as a 'Add teaching assistant, working in close collaboration
with an experienced instructor in the same Atm

The emplasis in the Program has beeil primarily on reiearch and
scholarabbip;-but the original concern for preparing teachers as well as
scholars tail remained Strong. Successful teaching experience is still
very mtw,h alive as a requiTennut, and one atucket lin been asked to

511.44311-60-8
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leave the Program primarily because his department was dissatisfied
with his performance in teaching.

Graduates of the Program have had no trouble finding jobs, and
are now teaching in a variety of institutions throughout the country
and abroad. They have advanced satisfactorily in rank, and most
have continued active scholarly careers as evidenced by publications.
Three have created general humanities wurses, and one is attempting
to do so. They have fulfilled) expectations in every respect except
onetheir scholarly publigfttiQns have so lar been surprisingly cau-
tious and conventional.

6. Organisation, administradon, twee--

a. *al coordination

Both teaching and advisory services are arranged for informally
by the Coordinator for the Program. Faculty members participate in
the Program on an occasional and ad hoc basis, either by collaborat-
ing in teaching a special cross-departmental course from time to ti
or in serving on students' advisory committees. The Coordinator
alone has coordinated the work done in the capacities. His contacts
with participating faculty and students have been close but informal.
The Committee of departmental chairmen has seldom been formally
convokedonly when important problems of policy have needed
joint and formal consideration.

b. Ads4ser7 mains
Until they are fairly sure of what fields they are going to work in,

students plan their programs tentatively in consultation with the Pro-
gram Coordinator. By taking courses in fields which interest them,
students get to know participating Professors and to define their
interests more specifically. When a student's interests are well enough
defined, an advisory committee of three professors representing his
special fields is formed to examine him and advise him in his research.
The Program Coordinator serves as an ex (Akio member of each comb
mittee. The point at which it becomes absolutely necessary to form a
committee is at the time of the preliminary examinations, since the
committee composes and evaluates them. Thereafter, the advisory
committee continues to advise the student in his dissertation research.

c. Measures which are soca *Aware
The most effective agent in leading students to develop their various

syntheses of learning is the adviser. By and large, faculty member
do not take on Program advisory duties unless they themselves have
cross-departmental interests, and their insights and experience are
communicated to their students. The next most effective device is the
prejiminau ination, which requires each student ;to define fat'
kin f thii iinge end tpcue studio".
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J. Ccws mid names of slippws

The ratio of staff time to students enrolled in the Humanitift Pro-
gram is high in resiwt of advinment, examination, and especially
supervision of rew.arch, becauw more faculty members are involved
in overseeing the work of each audent. The peculiar need of Pro-
gram Audents for a high proportion of tailor-made reading courses
Au) entails a high relative eximm of staff time. On the other hand,
in nimt, of their cow% work Program students are widely enough
dispermd among regular departriental courses that they can be ah-
sorbeti without expanding the existing instructional capacity of the
Division of Humanitiers.

CAmtributing faculty members receive no direct compensation fm
their work in the Privram. Na only have rewarcli and diseertation
adviwrs contributed their seriims over and above their regular de-
partmental work, but all reading courses and tiu3 occasional Program
court are given on top of normal departmental teaching loads.

7. Faculty
Faculty members who have taken an active part in the Program

have been men who filA Eram-departnwntal work stimulating and
hence fuld the extra load more inspiring than burdenwm. Although
their training and interWs have been shaped by traditional depart-
mental boundarits, they are melt who delight in exploring the divers3
ramifications of tiwir ideas and are not content to limit their studies
within the traditional boundaries.

In making nortiial additions or replamments, derertumnts have gen-
erally been cooperative in considering tim needs of the Program and,
other things being equal, favoring people who can make a contribution
to the Pmgram. But departments place priority upon bringing
balanft into timir own faculties, with the result that filling gaps in
the Program as a while becomes a matter of subordinate consideration
when appointments an made.

8. Strengths, umdsnapaea, changes and developments
Because it depends upon the willing services of a handful of indi-

vidual faculty members, the Program is particularly strong in four
major areas, mdieval, nth centurA contemporary, and American
studies, and weak in ahem. Students whole intereds He in area in
which the Program is weak must be advised against enrolling. These
gain in coverage 'and be filled systematically as long as the
lacks a budget of its awn.

A second weaknes; is the lack of courses designed specifically for
Program Andenta WithbnE these, the remains essentially
an Without a positive of ih own. The
main up such 'courses has been to gd faculty now
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biers to undertake the extra work involved, whida can again be at-
tributed to the lack of financial support.

One other devOopment should be mentioned. Students originally
were required to take a seminar in Higher Education given by the
School of Education. This seminar is still formally requiretl, but it
was offered regularly for only 5 or 6 years, then in uently, and
now has not been given at all for the past 3 years.

41.



University of Chicago: History of Culture
chnuffs: 0 1. Mankijs jean, Profaner of German

Committee membei: Paul BanAny, Initrziwtio in English and Humanities
Oalrge V. Bobrinakoyo Prohnsmi of santwit; Jams L. Cate, Praessor of
MeAlieval History ; Hans G. Gliterbock. Profenow of Flittitology ; Franklin
P. Johnson, Profewr of Art ; Donald F. Lack Amodate Professor of Modern
History ; Leonard B. Meyer, Assodate Praewar of music; Robert E.
Streoxv, Profftsor ct English.

1. General and cvmparaive remarks
The History of Culla& Program is primarily a doctoral program,

although the Committee on History of Culture offers both terminal
and Ph. D.-preparatory M.A. programs. Few students take the ter-
minal M.A. program, and it is prewntly being deemphasized. The
second type of MA. program is conceived as preparatory to doctoral
work either under the Committee or in one of the departments of the
humanities Division. Roughly, only a sixth of the Atidents take
MA. degrees in the Program. The Committee has come to feel that,
in general, it is,better for a student to have a deinrtnumtal M.A.
before beginning dodoral work in the Program. Most Ancients have
already completed an MA. before entering the Program.

The purpose of the Committee is to make it possibk for u(Wits
in the Humanities Division to pure programs involving a combina-
tion of cultural inbjeet matters and diplines int provided for in

onal (partimilarly Modern Language and History) depart-
male Thome prwranu permit ttufkata to combim and interrelate
Ithtorical and cultural icbas and nxwenunta such as are studied
separekly in the cUpartnusite of the Diviim, or to we disciplines
such as are Employed in the departamits rn sithject matters na
normally treated in the Division. The cmnbination ma involve
either (1) i ótiñ arts
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im at

the nmvo-
d of combina-

in different
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of all audmits (both MA and Ph. D.) during their ftr ymr in t
Program... This cur deals with hiaoriagraphy and the phu1tophy
of history and is 1:**4 on such texts as Richard P. McKeon.
and History: R. G. Collingwood, The Mari of Big Jacob Bare
imrdt, Form and Fan; Piafx GyL Ddiate,* With H:=
and otimes., Students prepare terra papers wialyzing a significant
historical work in their particular fields. The saininaz for doctoral
students, "Problems in History of Culture," is conducted by rnnilr
of the C-{4nmittee, singly slid in groups, and meets over a period of
two qtutrtelN_ but carries anly one quarter of credit. The rt-NuireAi

cour in either "Methods of Literary Study" or "Flistorimi Method"

is takwi in eithex the English or the History nt. These two

4)ibliorrsp1v _*nd cormpond rnc.t nmrly with the
neols of guden

c. Exiussbusielts

nw Qualifying Fu.nünition for tJ Ph. D. is 1:4d on a
prepard by the student and his wmnlittee of adviwrs

proveld by the h&izn of the Ccanmittee. The l normally cm
o to Th books *ng with sele&Ied topics in the student's ci

fie1(1. In addition, every lig must contstn a limited number of works

dealing with hin7 and hisry of culture in general. This 1it in

be tblish1 approved, and dietritAIW among the eaaminers at
ltAst five weeks before the examination. The udent mimt au

statement coneezning three topics h proposes for examinatIon in his

sal field. The reading list anti the topics proxi must be bail
around a well-fmnulated researth focus and must
to include four of t six major disci In which competen
quired. The written part of the Qualifying Examinatim is based on

theringliandtopipoi.s and is timely taken on 3 alternate
days (3 hours each day) of 1 week. The (nal part is conducted by the

Committee as a whole, astn.sted by representafives of revelant
mimits, and probes weakneaws revealed in the writtai examinati
and the udent's etnnpdeace in his special field.

do Disserkaine gad thesis
A mats away is requirid of all MA. candidate
Docunial cluxlidatee must hi= the Divisional requirement that

dissertation make "an otiginal contribution to the advanmmkint of
knowledge" Some dissertation topisx and titles follow:

(a) European eulturet btorr, philoophy, aestbeties, and social instith

, dons: "German Corporatism and Its Soda' Background, 1800-18110"; "The

Social Philosophy of the fialnt-Simonbins. 182&-1823" ; "Emotion and Mean
ing in Music."

0) Neer and Far Eastern stiulies
DbieleNlin"; "The &Amnion of the Yellow

Kingtkm of Ttaerk) undw Bad
'; "Maiden
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and the lift-O.._ aulsnl t.-1 the (Islamic and 11Wri-13tnidli14) Orient' ; "K. N
LKintiev and Ws Try of Aestiw4k-ltm."

(c) Stuaits In American culture Th Revolt frm3 Suec-e- in the NoveI
of theZwentlex" ; "Lutt-slmvo-y gernitmeat in the Culture of Chimgo. 1b44-
18,58.

roc-44 wov- midun

whor tentative diwrtation
of the Impact of the Oxford Movement in Anwric" prpared the
following tpics for the Qualifying Examination. neral Cul
tural History (4 works: Jab Burekhardt Fore, afi Frwlio
Karl Mari, The CommuniAt M (mitmfil

nes arum, "ukifral Hio
Fcr'tet of Hiss

works) American Histo
Literature (16 works)

Min ;
Stern (

tianity

De

I. Directiod

Reading eour.

COUT111111

..V Mid

str in Fritz
of Ameriean Chris-
() ; (4) American

ounwitute a largv proportion of stnden
wurse work. Although students take formal departmental cour.%:_-;

as far ait possible, sonv find it nevAetry to work aim excluaively
in ad hoe reading comosits arrangeiti by the COrIUnIU with individual
professors able and willing to offer the special alum* requirtd.
Many of thee* alums are taken under the diretion of the Iles
principal adviwr or other members of his advisory committee.

5. Teaching preparation and
Since almost all former students are presently erigagtd in teaching

and have no trouble in finding picitions in regular departments, pro-
fessional preparation for college teaching has not been a major
concern of the Program. The integrative training of Committee
students enables them to explore uncommon areas and methods of
scholarship and to mike fruitful contributions to learning in their
departmental fields.

6. Orpinisation, administration,
a. Staff coartlination

Full staff meetings. are rare. The Committee Chairman handles
administrative matters pertmally, contacting other Committee mem-
bers, or students' advisers who are not on the Committee, personally
or by memorandum as the need arises.

b. Airtiory systems

Students entering a program leading to the master's degree first
consult the Chainnan, who assigns them to an ad hoc committee of
three advisers, including a principal adviser, representative of their

ar interests. They are then guided by this wiittee in the
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Florida State University: Humanities Master's Degree
Program for Junior College Instructors

Chairnsan: Prof. Raymond E. Seindtz, School of Education (General
Coordinator for all Junior College programs)

Comspittee members: Prof. Sarah Herndon, Department of English, Chair-
man of Undergraduate Humanities Program ; Prof. Robert D. Miller, De-
partment of Philosophy, Chairman of Humanities Doctoral Program Super-

oris9r7 oominittes.

The MA: P' gram lor Junior College Instructors, which is being
_offered for the time in 1959-60, is an entirely separate, terminal
M.A. program. AU departments of Florida State University offering
subjects conmonly taught in junior colleges participate with the
School of Educati2n in offering the program.

Students in the Huniknities MA. Program are required to take at
least 8 cours43 (24 semester flours) of graduate humanities
area; _including "The Humanistic 'Tradition," the two-semester course
given by the Interdepartmental Doctoral Program in Humanities-.
The use of this course by the 3/4. Program, and the appointment of
the Ch4irgian of the Thterdepartmental Doctpral Program to the Com-
Thittee for the M.A. Program, are thi3 only connection between the two
programs: The other six' courses Whickstddenta are required, to take
in the humanities area are selected in accordance with each student's
undergraduate preparation, so that the combination of undergraduate
and graduate courses provides .ta concentration of courses., from the
several departmental fields in either, the (reek,. Renaissance, or Mod-
abn period of Western Civilizaticin, i.:and. includes minor cover* of
the others.

Students are inquired, in to elect at least. 3 courses (9
semester hours) .er at most 4 apnea fiemeotei hours) of graduate
work in, pr?feFisional preplirotioil for: .41f three, they must
take kninthite4rwin the. humanities.) Ming this part ,of the
M.A. requireffienti, ate =tit es in Gen-,
eral 114uont7 "intern-)
ship" Unift.
versity .In-
st pAparation

wild have Ito
ti

78
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take enough extra work in Education to make up any deficiencies in
their backgrounds.

Each candidate is assigned two advisers, one of whom comes from
the field of Junior College Education. Candidates will be tested
finally in individual comprehensive examinations distinct from the
course examination in `The Humanistic Tradition." A thesis will not
be required.

A



1143fstra College: M.A. in Humanities Program
Chairman: Malcolm H. Preston, Chairman of the Department of Fine Arts

and of the Division of Humanities
Steering Committee: Henry A. Acres, Assistant.Professor of English and

Adviser to students in the Humanities Program ; Hyman Lichtenstein, As-
sociate Dean of the Evening Program ; Robert E. Myron, Assistant Professor
of Fine Arts ; Albert Tepper, Associate Professor of Music.

1. General and comparative remarks
'Students were first admitted into the IIofstra College Humanities

Program in the spring seinester of 1959, and the basic two-semester
course in the Program is being offered for the first time in 1959-60.
The Program is thus in a state of formulation and experiment. Its
objectives, organization, and curriculum are tentative at present and,
in some respects, not yet fully defined.

The aim of the M.A. in Humanities Program is partly to enhance
the student's appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of the major arts
but more importantly to investigate the elements in common among
typical contemporaneous works of the major art-forms, particularly
these of the tarly European Renaissance. In addition, since the Pro-
gram was estiablished primarily for the benefit of high school teiachers
in the adjacent communitits, and since most of its students are teach-
ing concurrently with their graduate studies, the Program teeks to
enlarge and ,to" fill in gaps in the academic and professional com-
petencies of these students.

The Humanities Program itself offers= four °courses deisigned speci-
ficially for students in the Program and makes availablea coordinated
schedule of courses elected from the offerings of regular' departments
both within and outside of the Division of Humanities. The Division
of Humanities includeti-the Departments of-English *114 Journalism,
Drama and Speech, Fine Arts, ForeigniAnguages and Literature
(including Comparative Literature), and Music. TIAti-Dvartmehts
of History and Philosmity are- in-the Division,d thi§14adild -Se4ence3,
but (aft :bourses apprevriate thollimanKiii,Prvisaut and art (*-
vesting dassly with it 4one of timedents oitert an MA._
degree itself, but most have been offering some graduate eourses for
qualified students registered in other departmental graduate pro-
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grams. The Division of Social Sciences offers an MA. in Social
Science, and the Departments of English and of Foreign Languages
and Literature offered M.A. programs but discontinued them 3 or 4
years ago.

Students in the Program will talse 33 semester hours of course work
(11 courses) , of which 4 (a 2-semester course, "The Arts of the Renais-
sance"; "Philosophy of Criticism"; and a course, devoteki to the writ
ing of the master's may) are to be required. Of the other counes, at
least 4 (i.e., 12 semester hours of course work) must be taken in depart-
ments of the Humanities Division, and no more than 3 (or 9 Femester-
hours) may be taken outside of the Division. No more than 4 courses
(or 12 semester-hours) may be taken in a single department in the
Humanities Division, and no more than 2 courses (or 6 semester-
hours) in any single division other than Humanities. Thus, is many
as six semester hours may be, and often are, elected from the offerings
of the Division of Education. The effect of thew numerical require-
ments is to emphasize the arts rather than philosophical, historical
sociological, or political studies, but to permit some attention to thy;
to limit a student to not more than four of seven elective courses in
any one department ; and to draw a student' attention to the Renais-
sance period. This 14 effect is strengthened by the further require-
ment that the master's essay deal in some way with that period. The
general direction of die Program permits a variety of qualifications to
meet the varivii.newis of individual students.

In its apprdach, the Humanitie3 Program will emphasize the arts,
specifically ythe major art-forms, as exemplified by import4nt and
typical works, and establish those criteria fiecessary for making value
judgments. As far as individual needs permit, it will seek to give
every student some acquaintance with all of the major arts and to
prevent an overly narrow focus upon any single departmental field or
historical period. its objective is broad, integrated acquaintance with
the major humanistic, especially artistic, disciplines, rather than spe-
cialized mastery of a particular area of concentration.

2. Establishment, enrollments, degrees
The Humanities Program was conceived during 1958 by Professor

Raymond W. Short, then Chairman of the Division of Humanities, as
a means of meeting the growing demand., chiefly on the part of teach-
ers in local high schools, for 14,;) academic M.A. program in humanistic
fields. This preauve grew out of a desire for kivanaxl study in the
hutoaniti aixt a proftmignal- need for 30 atmeesterhouor of work be-
yond the B.A. .(required for the ent
Certificate)
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The Division did not want to inatitate MA. program in the sepa-
rate departments. It had offered such programs in the, past, but had
found them self-,contradictory and uneconomic high sclooi teachers
were not prepared or willing to do the intense work required for a re-
search-oriented program, and graduates of Hofstra College who
wanted such a program could easily attend one of the nearby universi-
ties (which were better qualified to offer it than Hofstra) ; and tince
research-oriented programs were unnecemary, there was no use main-
taining a large schedule of gra/ciliate cours6 offerings in any single de-
partment, especially since the policy of sending research students else-
where caused a idrop in graduate enrollments. But the dethand for an
academic M.A. program has grown considerably in recent years in the
fast-growing community surrounding Hofstra, with its coil :4 -pre-
paratory high schools4 and some economic means of meeting t de-
mand had to be found. A general humanities program, drawing on
the kurse offerings of all relevant departments, gamed both the most
economic and the best academic solution.

While the idea of the Program was developing, plans were also
being made for across-departmental humanities course on the gradu-
ate level as a service to graduate students in the Division of Educa-
tion. Professors Myron (Pine Artt) and Tepper (Music) had en-
tered into cooperktive teaching arrangements in the past, and in the
fall of 1958 were planning a formal graduate humanities course com-
bining art, music, and literature and covering thii Renaissance period.
Their ,proposed 2:seinester course was incorporated into the Hu-
manities Irrogram ai3 its core, and the ProgramProgran> was first announced
in the College Bulletin of Yebruary, 1959.

Applications began arriving immediately, and students were ad-
mitted into the grogram for the spring semester, 1959, even though
the core course was not offered until the following autumn. In the
fall semester of 1959 there were approxiraatele25 students enrolled in
the Progrram. All except two of the are part-time students, most
taking six or nine semester hours of work at night or on aturday.
31 Admission piocedures and requirements; student awracteristics

No special prerequisites other than a satisfactory undergraduate
record are neemeary. Students generally have majored as -.under-
graduates in Mueation or in one vf the liumanWe departments; or
both. Mott are high sehdoi teach wixo have completed all or most
of t63 adleati*on requirements for the 'onat
Fate and are seeking to %Than
to enhance 'their status as teachers.
#,ham
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rather than Edufttion, most also desire' some work in Education for
vocational reasons, and so take 6 semester hours of coursv work the
maximum amount allowed in. the Program) in Education courses.

4. Curriculum
a. Court& rftiairemitwia

The couh_443= requirement-13 of the Program have been dext. =beAl in
section 1 above, They include the required two--ieme.ster course in
"The Arts of the Renaia3ance" and one other required course in
"Pldlosophy of Criticism." These three courses are deigned to give
the student broad familiarity ;Ail the major art-forms and with the
criteria for making value judgments in them. A fourth course, "Om-
parative Literature of the lienai&sance," is projev.ted. Each student
will thus emitually be required to4examine the art, muthc, and litera-
ture of one great period (perhaps not always the lienais%ince) in the
light of each of the others, and to note how the ci-eative expressions
are related manifestations of the time. The courtv in criticism is not
limited to the Rezaiblianw period. The remaining wvii (eventually
six) counes,other than that in preparation of the master's way
are electives. These are elected according to the particular needs of
each student and follow no set pattern except that at least four must
be taken in the departments of tae Humanities Division (i.e., Drima,
English, Fine Arts, Foreign ttanguagesincluding Comparative
Literature, and Music) and no more than two may be taken in any
other single Division (the Division of Education in particular).

In general, the policy of the Program is to permit a student to take
as many as four of his elective courses in the departmental field in
which he intends to, or already does, teaclirbut to advise him against
such concentration if his background has been sufficiently strong in
that field. In any event, at least two disciplines 10611 have to be
covered in the electives and integrally brought to bear upon the sub-
ject of the waster's essay. Students who are already -well prepared
in a single departmental field will be encouraged to do most of their
work in other departments, even to take one or more courses in sub-
jects far removed from the area of their centratinterests, in order' to
gain breadth of knowledge and to sharpen their competence in inte-
grating normally disparate subjects of study. In short, each program
must be devised in the light of i student's background and persona
and vocationil aims, but must also cgaionn as far as possible to the
master principle of the Program : broad study of the inajor art-forms
and the historical milieus in which they flourish.

b. Preemie warms
The 2-semester course, "The Arta of the Renaissance," is a

presentation of the major art-forms of the Renaissance. Durii the
fall semester the course concentrates upon the 14th and 15th centuries,
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with emphasis upon the vi1 arts but with mnitant reference to work
in the other art-forms and to the historical and socia1 badign-md.
During the spring semester, the focus falls upon the 16th century and
emphmizez the music o the period, with similar referen&3 to the rest.
The fall semetzter cur w is taught by a professor of Art, mid the spring
Itiecter course by a profer of Music. Each will enlist the services

of guest lecturers from the other departments of the Division and
from the Depaftments of Histhry and Philophy s well. Reading
lists are about Nually divided between historical and original works.
Two papers are required each semester, which must deal with problems
concerning the art-form central to each conr but must wLso involve
consideration of another discipline. The course is conducted as a 1K-
nue course, Final examinations are given each -e_mmter.

The cour. "Philkx4opliy of Criticism," explores the criteria for
making value judgments in the major arts and includes a survey of
contemporary art criticism; iticonsiders the nature of art in general
and the kinds and functions of criticism. It is being developed for
the spring inester of 160 in order to fill in a gap in available gradu-
ate cur e offerings (niost of which are "period" cotrms) and to pro-
vide students in the MA. in the HuxnanitieLs Program with a sys-
tematic in rAuction to the principles and methods of aesthe
judgment.

c. Examinations
The student may take his comprehensive examination at any time

during or after his final semester of class work. The examination,
which will probably be a 3-hour written examination will be com-
pcbd to accord with the individual student's program and will pertain.
Proadly to the humanities rather, than specifically to-a single discipline.

st. Essay

Each department will Appoint one of its fatuity meplbels (the De-
partment of Foreign Languages one for each language) to act as ad-,
viE*r to students in the Program for their work in the course devoted
to the maker's may. Every candidate will be required to *rite an
essay of 7,000 to 8,000 words which will resemble the .mitieter's thesis
in carefulness of scholarship but will be an hterpretative y rather
than a report of original zeeearth. TM sub** of the ea*y will or-
dinarily be drawn faun the Renaistence period, and treatment of it
will have to invdive Imre than a single discipii.

rypka witmgrants

in *dual programs are devised jx theligig of tha saadent's back-
aad needs, and the °Natives of the

for a teacher o$Litin with a
a vocational wed for sme
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One caurse in Education 8
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I Directed
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5. Tetwhing preparatio
14.

No training o'r preparation for teac g is required under the
Humanities Program, but nearly X11 in the Program are
vocationally intereAed in high school teac and elett to take one
or two courses from the Division of Education in vocational subjects
pertinent to their individual careers (e.g., in Guidance or Ad.ministra-
tion). Up to 6 semester-hours of such word may be cre-dited toward
the M.A. in Humanities: The ?rogram has had no experience as yet
in placement.

r).

6. Organixation, . admi trader', costs-

a* &aft coowviimysioes

The Steering Committer i.as worked together infonnally but closely
in planning the Program, and Piofesson Myron and Tepper have
developed and are teaching "The Arts in the Renaimance" on the his
of past experience with cooperative teaching irrangtownts and ova-
departmental amine content Faculty members of all relevant dvarte.
month are being brought into association with dm Program as the
prospects of needing their services arise.

Atbutmay wawa'

Students outline their ,prtgramz in wnsultatim with tbs
for the Program at the time of ti*ir entrance. nava
suit with hbn r rebury, PTimarSlr if they amill want

4 4
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omitting One of the couis that the particular inAructor would other-
wise have givenan oinition which is easily made up in a su'LvAvquent
svAn&str.

In the remainder of their course ark. Pr gram students have bt-vn
taken without diffi-ulty into
AMct students are t o only one or two sours in addition to "The
Arts in the Renaiss_an -e." and so far have done nothing more than
bring enrollments in a few partimlarly appropriate departmental
courses cl r to an optimum level. The Program can grow much
larger before its new are too great to be ma by the present College
faculty. Departmental course offerings are flexible at Hofstra and
can be adjusteil to meet changing demand*

ng regular departmental c.ourse-1-.

Ft:wally

The Program courses are taught by men inteiested and experienced
in integrate41, crow-13-clepaitmental teaching and resash. The Chair-
man is wieking to bring other faculty members with similar interests
into association with the Program, eithezias essay advisers or as in-
structors in mums dew especially for Prograin students, How-
ever, the needs of students in the Program are to a great extent well
met in regular departmental courses taught by men whose interests
do not range far beyond their own departmental fields.

There has &len no significant opposition to or skepticism about the
Program among the faculty of the` College-. Related departments
have been wholeheartedly cooperative in ordering books and planning
new or modified txmrsa3 needed by the Program. The support of
the administration, which his decided to encourage such programs
and has created two scholarships for the Humanities Promm, should
also be motioned.
8. weaknesses, changes 'aid detvlopmenis 4,

There is lit& to be said unchav this heading at presept If it
advisable in the future, core mules similar in character to "The Arts
of the Remits/wee" willbe ad&A. These might be in The Twentieth
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Century," "The Cla,__%ic Period." or another gemexal a.m. Such addi-
tional courshv are not felt to be 11 eicez at prsTnL since tudent
are introduetAd in the Renaissance course to a method by which they
can thethst1v-es thereafter inter-Mate the arts and F4)cio-morkl climate
of any period. If cures of this nature are added in the future, u-

dents will be requimi to take only one of them. elKling whichever
one hest suits their in ereN4t--% txtekg-Txmnd, and proftional aims.
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an MA. program
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English Lite
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General Humanities Pm
partment of Humanititv3 in co-

nts of the Division of Humanities
gn IAllatigP8. and Philosophy)

nglish De ment offers an' Mk The
College does not offer a Ph. D. The faculty is divisional rather than
departmental in outlook and at-ignment: all meinhers,of the divisional
Aaff have had experitmee teaching in the undergraduate in'trodfctory
Humanities course: and all have In appointed with an eye on their
ability to contribute to the purpeoes of the Humanities Program.
Students in the Humanitifti Department take 60 percent of their
courses in the other departments of the Division. In effects, the Pro-
gram has been created out of and makes tw of the iNftlources of the
entire Humanities Division.

The MA. Program is base(' on the awnmption that its graduates will
teach in State junior colleges. Eligibility for such teaching requires
a junior college or general secondary tawhing credential, and most
students in the Program either have, or are working concurrently
(in the Division. of Education) for, a teaching credential. The Pro-
gram aiths to give its students an integrated grasp of the several arts,
literature, and philosophy which will prepare them to teach in general
education courses designed to cut acrcei the boundaries traditionally
set up between humanistic. fields. It does this by directing students'
attention to the kinds of relations which the subjects of study have
in (*mum with whatever is primary to all of thou, rather than their
accidental, departmental q4alitke. In addition, the Program requires,
U a cuimiD4iDg experienceok course in the theory and practice of
teaching an integrated college humanities amass
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3. Admission proercium and requirensents; sustieni charmteristics
Applicants' undergraduate records should slow a concentration in

at least one and a reasonable familarity Frith at least two other of
the following fields: literature, philosophy, the arts (particularly
the history and appreciatign of painting, music, eta.), and history.
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'social, political, and economic affairs. There are no Departments of
Classics or liion. In compensation, Humanities courses include
the appropriate study of art and music, and the Departments of Hu-
manities and Philosophy' offer sufficient course work in the kind of
study re(luired under block tkiree. The requirement under block two
for studies in litei-atur is met by work in the Departments of English
and Foreign Languages. Thus course offerings appropriate to the
Program are exactly coextensive with the offerings of the Division.

Minimum COUrt*t rNuirements for a normal departmental M.A. are
18 units in the major field and 12 in a relate(' field, or quantitatively
the same as those for the MA. in Itumanitiesr. However. the "relateti
field" requirement does not apply in Humanities, since blocks two
and three are regarded as integral major requirements. In practice,
students have not generally' been requested to take more than 30 units
of course work to cortiplete the Program, but there is a growing dispo-
gition t4 reque4t them to take more than the minimum course load.
This tendency holds also in the English Department. The normal
studeiit course load is or 12 units per semester, %depending on a stu-
dent's-circumstances, so that one never completes the Program in two
kinesters. Stude Nts generally take a year and a half or 2 years to
finish their work.

b. Program courses

The three Humanities couris required under block one (aside from
the teaching course, which is described in section 5 below) are all
conducted as seminars. "An Introduction to Graduate Study" ate
tempts to inculcate beginning students, coming out of traditional de-
partmental backgrounds, with the methods and goals of integrated
study. Students read and discuss a lengthy list of major works and
do research under the dose supervision of the professor. This course
is taken usually during a student's first semester in the program.
"Artistic Experience, in General Humanities" attempts, by the use
of critical, stylistic, and historical analysis of works of art, to enable
the student to-explore the nature of art m such first, and then to)ar-
row down progressively, through particular styles and particular
artists, to the nature of particular works of art in themselves. The
cour4 covers 'a ffignificant body of required reading and requires
weekly essays aid continuing independent research; it is conducted
by informal lecture and discussion and continuous consultation be-
tween students and professor. Neither course has a final examinatice.

The third Humanities coursi) is chown from among the following
offerings: "Literary Experience in oral Humanities," "Philosoph:
ical Experience in General Humani "and 'Historical Experience
in General Humanitim." Only the first of these optimal courses
has been given so far, since not enough students would have enrolled
the others to meet the State enrollment requirement& The Depart-
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went intends to begin offering all three in a three-seme,qer cycle in
1959-60. Each cure is given by a single faculty member, although
extensive use is made of guest profers. Three upper-division
Humanities courses are conducted by paneles but the Department does
not make wide use of this device sinm its staff is corn of men
capable of handling courges of a cross--departmental nature.

E x:antinations

At prelvnt,.no general examination is given, but the staff has agreeki
that a final examination will be required of all candidates for the
degree beginning Fall 1R62.. The Department has not .yet dKidwi
upon the exact nature of the final test it may be either an oral or
written examination or' a rigorous maer's thesis or both. Begin-
ning in the fall of 1962, all M.A. candidates will also be required to
pass an examination which displays a reading knowledge of one lan-
guageGreek, lAtin, French, German, Italian, or Spanish.

d. hesis
No thesis is required at pre,%nt.

e. Typical program
The following actual program is typical : under the first block

requirement, Humanities courses as required; under the send block.
courses in "The Modern American Novel," "The Victorian Age," and
"The Romantic Period" (all in the Department of English) ; and
under the third blOCI, "Ancient aid Modern Clawics" (in the Hu-
manities Department) find two courses in Philosophy, "Spinoza"
and "Materialism and Naturalism," taken at the University of
California.

J. Directed study ammo
Students rarely take more than one directed study course. Mast

do not take any.

5. Teaching preparation and pkwement
Because the Humanities Program has been founded and developed

in clime relation to the problem of providing junior college teachers,
instruct ion in teaching the common general education humanities
couree.:has been an important, reqqired part of the curriculum. Thus
students are required to take, during their final sernwter, a course in
problems in the organizatioil, planning, and process of an integrated
humanities course on the caw level, whether they have, or are pur-
suing, teaching credentiak,or not. the courf*, "Problems ikIntegm-
tion of the Humanities," was oriually a 2-semester curse and was
oonceived, to be thfS Program's culminating 'experience, but it has
been reduCed to a single manager in length and the focus of the Pro-
gram has been moving away from vocational toward academic prep-
aratigii. Tile course itself has come to deal lees with teaching proc-
twee and teoliniques than orliginally, and more with quegions of cur-
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riculum and academic content, including the study of works one
covered in undergraduate humanities coursm The courw includes
internship in an actual undergraduate humanities courses which in-
volves auditing the course, diwussing it with the professor in charge
doing various char, sometimes actually teaching a number of claaw.
The college does not generally make use of graduate teaching a.%ist-
ants_, but the Humanities Division hopes to make rim in its bu
for widening of such assistants in the future.

The demand has grown rapidly among California junior collegesfor teachersachers with exactly the sort of preparation which the Program
provides. In the first place, there is a growing need in the junior
colleges for teachers in academic general education courses, and a
growing tendency to stiek people with academic training rather thanhigh school teachers or graduates of vocational M.A. programs. Thus
the burden of supplying junior college teachers is shifting from the
Division of Education to the liberal arts divisions of the College. Inthe wond place, despite the strong traditional preference for teachers
trained thoroughly in a single departmental field, there is a growing
realization among the junior colleges, especially, of the value of teacli-
era capable of handling courses covering the whole realm of the hu-makiti. Thus the Humanities Program is preparing students for alarge and growing market. It is too early, however, to have ,receiveki
meaningful reports on the teaching performknce of the Program'
graduates.
6. Organization, administration,

4. Staff coordination
Staff members do not hold regular meetings, but work in ckw, con-

tinuous contact with one another. There has always been full agree-
ment upon purposes and methods, and deep loyalty to and cohesion
around the Division Chairman.

b. Aivisory system
Students plan their programs with Professor Taylor, sketching out

a tentative program at the beginning, then redefining it if necessaryas they go along. Every program is an individual matter, depending
upon each student's interests and needs. The decision as to a student's
needs rests in every case on his background. It is by no means un-
usual for students to be rNuested to make up deficiencim in their
undergraduate preparation; indeed, the standards -for performance,in the Program have been rising, and there is a growing dispositionto require preliminary work. There is, however, no firm policy at
present on what this should amount to.

SaiMulw are quite flexible. "An Introduction to Graduate Study"must be taken during the first semester, and the teaching course,
"Problems the Integration 4 the lipmanities," during the Lint
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kusually the third or fourth), with the third requireki Humanitiescourw and the st ven el tip= faLting in between according t the in-trinsic logic of each program.

C. Measures schkit are nuNit milt*
The most effective mechanin in leading students to achieve theart of synthesis of learning which the Program aims at is the inte-

grative coutivs offered by the Humanities Department. These arevaluable net jug fuse they offer the kind of approach which the
Program welics to develop, but also because they lead to a great de-atof personal interchange between the students and the Departmentalfaculty, end d-hence to much informal as well as formal learning andorientation.

d. Costs and sources of tupport
There is no significant differigice be,tveen the ratio of staff time tostudents enrolled in the Humanities_ Department and that in othercomparable departments. Humanities courses are taught by menwho are used to interdepartmental studies, so that no abnormalamount of preparatim is requimd, nor any doubling of staff, otherthan ocAmaionkl use of guest leAurers. Humanities students do not

require an unusual amount of directed Judy courses, nor do they haveto meet additional requirements. use of the inter-
disciplinary wmpetexice and experience of its faulty membexgs, theliumaiiitim Division is- equipped to offer an interdisciplinary pro-gram of ooums without expensive staffing contrivances. Because ofthe interdisciplinary mientatim of the Division, the dispersion of
Humanities audents' course work among the ether departments ofthe Division is fairly evenly balanced by the use of Humanities
courses by students from other departments of the Division,It has been necemary to increase the staff of the Division, notlwause of enrollment in the Humanities Program, but bemuse of arapid increase in enrollawnt, throughout the Division. The Humani-
tiff; Program itself has for the mom wt. simply shared in the
general eximnsim Perhaps fewer 'musses have been added in theother deg*rtirlats of the Division since 1957ias a result of the estab-lishnwit and growth of the Program (knee its courses have diawn
staff and Etaidents away from pOential offerings in the other dewt-ments), but no courses have had to be dropped as a dirt result ofstaff time oontzilmted to the Program:

Along with the ahm ckpartamtal programs, the Humanities
Program is paid for out of the Divisional budget Humanities
(=roes eotnt in full u part of ilfamity mbers' teaching loads.
Again, daff numbers are Divisional rehab than departmental ap-pointeee and althonh ea0 limns toward a cular delArtinvant,
mod teach in two at lea&
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7, Fcwisity

All seven members of the. Humanities Department not only have
strong interest§ in more than a single departmental field, but also
have had extensive experience in teaelling integrated humanities
courses either at San Francisco State College or eltvwhere. Each
has taught in the etAlege's undergrad-uate Humanities coun:4--,s, and
the Department as a whole has had long experiencti with an integrateA
Humanities prog-ram. As a result of their experience in ther.under-
graduate couniies, faculty members come into tl gra-duate courses
thoroughly familiar with the interdepartmental approach.

Breadth of interest and competence has always been requi -rtAl of

new staff members in the Di-vision, ad such breadth has grown as
a retnilt ofteaching cours designed for students in the Humanities
Program. There has never been anything 1es than enthusiastic
support of the ProgTam among the faculty' of the Division. The
Administration of the College is also giving Or-mg backing to the
Program.

8. Strengths, aveilkne_ases, ehwsges and deveLoprnera

The value and suces of tile Program are self-evident as long al.-; it
guards against facile or merely verbal integration. In this res
Program has certain weak-ne&Avs at present. There is need of more
syste_matic.cheeking and supervision of students in order to ensure
organic, deeply experienmd integration of the subjects of study which
is the goal of the Program. More stringent screening is neoAleii, and
a surer means of bringing to light students' abi1ities and needs early
in their programs. There is alsp need of systematic and continuous
advisement. of students by single advisersperhaps by means of a
weekly seminar during the second and third semtsters; and them
should be some rigorous culminating experience to test the student's
achievement. The essentially elective nature of blocks two and three
also %ems in practice to lead to Apmewhat haphazard and purposelem
programs, not giving well-defined coverage nor, more important, auto-
matic internal consistency and purpose. This latter virtue should
have a way of being ensured. Finally, the question- of coverage has
not yet receive(' systematic attention, so tFat there is as yet no well-
defihed basic body of knowledge rqfd to be covered in every
program.

The drift away from the original strong vocational orientation of
the Progtarn has been mentioned above (9ee metion 5) . In addition, a
result of the rescinding of the requirement of concurrent work for
a teaching credential, a few stttdents now come with the intention of
going on to doctoral work or librarian studies. But most students
still meet Division of Education requirements for junior college as--
deatials if they have pot already done am
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.1.G= neral and co
The Humanities of the -&%,". ate University of Iowa is

NI-operative M.A. program based upon a crt.--departmental curricu-
lum arid a number of interdepartmental (=mils offered by the Pro-
gram itse-lf. It is dftigned to supplement the speialized work of
several departments and to combine their resourvos in order to give
students a broader understanding of the domain of responsibility and
choice in human affairs, of standards in conduct and taete, of faith
and loyalties and of the search for excellence, self-knowledge, and
.%lf-exprm4on. The MA. in Humanities may svrve as the terminus
of a broad program in liberal arts, as a professional degree for teach-
ers of hummistic subjects, or as an intemeldiate step toward the
Ph. D. in one of the related departments.

Students in the Humanities Program work primarily in two of the
following fields, building their schedules around a single area of cm-
centration : literature; history: philosophy and religion; language;
tine arts. In addition, they do about a third of their courw work in
integrative seminars on various conceptual topics offered by the Pro-
gram itself. Staff for the seminars during the last three years has
been drawn from the Departmeuts of English, Art, Religion, Political
Science, French, Psychiatry, History, Amthropology, Philosophy,
Journalism, Oriental Studies, and Classic&

Although the Humanities Program is not organized as an auton-
omous department, it is somewhat sizuilar to the program of theHumanities Department at San Francisco State College in schedule,
coverage, and approach. Both programs require that about two-thirds of a student's course work be devoted to an area of cbmentra-tion covering two humanistic fields, and that about one-third be takenin integrative Humanities courses. The main differences between the
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two programs are them: (1) the five fields included in the State
varsity of Iowa Pr gram give students a w'ideer ranee--- of subject
matter from which to compose their area of conceptration, since the
San' Francisco State College Program does not actively include the
Departments of Art and History; (2) the formula for coverage in
the aroma of concentration is more permiaiive ma the Iowa Program,
since the two fields of coverage are fixe4-14n, the San Francis;kyo Pro-
gram, whereas the student in the Iowa Program may clickm4-:e any
two of five fields ; (3) the integrative ck-_-)urses, in the Iow& Program
are more 9}ecific in. content and less concerned with the methodolop.
of integrative study. In a word, where the Humanities Program
at San FranciEk-No State College is a pctlitive, autonomous discipline,
the Iowa Humanities Program is conerved rather to be a coordino-

. ing service for students wanting broom ear humaniaic studies than
single departments provide. In keeping with this distinction, where-
as the San Franci&7o Humanities Del_lartmezt offers a require il wurs
in the theory and practice of teaching a college course in HumanitAmt=.
the Iowa Humanities= Program has no such requirement, but permitsa reduction of work in one of the fields of concentration f relevant
courses in Education are elected.
1The Humanities Program joim with the creAtire arts departments

fn offering a combined ALA. and M:F.A. degree. In order to earn the
combined degree, a student follows a0 integratell but ftwntially dou-ble program of work. In general, the emphasi:9 in the MA. czr-ricalum would be upon areas other than that in which the KRA. istaken. The combined program has already been taken by eandidatftfor the M.F.A, in Art and in Englisil (Creative Writing). The Pro-gram also petzible a Ph. D. minor in Hun anitisms in wliich a
doctoral candidate is one of the departments in this area does work in
two fields other than that of his major and fakes nit* sunester hoursof work in the Humanities courws. The ilelection of maws is pladewith the candidate's entire program in mind and must has the
approval of both the home department and ,the Humanities Program
2. Establishment, enrollments, degrees

The program was launched On the undergraduate level in 1947 witha single experimntal course taught by prof ors of English, lligtory,
and Classics. A year later a new undergraduate major, and peveral
new courses, were offored under the label of "European" Literature
and Thought." In this form the work prospered modestly for several
years. The eoyrseti attracted superior students with many different
interesb3; additionai departnients took active part in the a
handful of majors received their &gives in European I.ifentan and
Thought each year.
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In W56 le.nanie and orgailintion of the program were thanchang1 toat-cord with what it was actually becomingatruly interdepartmental

curTiculum in Humanities. The tine art& including imaginative writ-ing and dramatic arts-,_were formally incorporated into the deign.
Liaison with the social sciences was improved. The student was given
a wider rahge of options within which to arrange a amcientrateA and
el:thereat stleAule of c4-.)ursm Graduate degmes were offemi, either
foriterminal tudv or linked with ti M.F.A. or Ph. D. in one of the
-a.sliociateA department& in the thrt, years since its expulsion, the
Program has continueA to grow Eiteadily in the richness of its offerin
and in its Hppe41 to able students. It now falls in die middle group
of derYartnwAtal diiip1int in retpect of majors- enrolled. At pres-ant
there a about b::) candidates for the M.A. degree. Perhaps AX) tu
cle_nts take the Humanities tour eath year, abt_Aut half of them grad-
uate Audemta. Five MA. de,e-rees were aw-anie4 in 19N4--69; betwetam
10 and 12 are scletialeAl for 19-1-60.

3. Admitsion procedures and tequir.menis tudent chartracteriitics
To be admitted to the Program, a Audffit mu hare had an under-

graduate major in gene_ral humanities,, such as the one offered at Iowa,
or a major in one of the humanistic departmental fields, Other prep-
aration is at-wptable where the M.A. cour of stud can be suf-
ficiently expanded to make up deficiencies.

Humanities wurses regularly attract a c rom section of the best
students on campus, both because certain prerequisitftt-- are im

the core eourwti4- in literature and in the historical-cultural area)
and because the grail for the= cur is made up 9f senior faculty
members. An interesting index of student abilitim and the only one
uniformly applicable throughout. the University. is the composite en-
trance test sc-ore, by which, beginning in 1953, student registrations in
the various departments have been measured. From 1953 through
195r), according to this index, students in Humanities courses ranked
second among all the academic departments, and from 1956 until the
prvsent they have ranked first. Thus the questions raised in the
Humanities-Program can be serious questions, and they can lie treated
imaginatively and systematically.
4. Curriculum

S.' Course requirements
The student works primarily in two of the five departmental ftelds

listed in sectibn one above. He chooses an area of eoncen p = on to
serve as a guide in the selettiOn of counies and of a theis topic, and asthe basis for his MA. examination. Possible areas of comsat-ration
include the following: eivilizatim of a period (Chissical etdbire, for
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e amp1t the I i idledes ; Itenai&---sance and Re formation ,

Enlighteriment; t tie Nineteeth (,_intury; Modern Culture
tional culture (England, Fr4noe, Gennauy
SpaAisli America, Ne1; literature and G
-ern Cultnm; comparative literature,

Iluwever, eaeh student is ell CO 111"--44 I t akqi tut
organizing prin='_iple Rppropriateto his own enter of intro. By
building his' rograni around such a siRgle -Vt-ta and apprt-mclin_g it in
the wntext of fits two fields of ktidy, the gudent Lmlanett3 the Wv4dtli
of his training with an inteniepartmental field'u iza equalf specialtion
in thcroughneas to that of a departmental n jor= At the M..,k lev
0= i s field of specializa ion inui-4_ l prtvi8elv c*ntertNi and fully tre,ated.
Any given &TVA of wneentration can be develoyed- in quitAe differentiris

Approximate], .1 of the 30 semt-.7-bq hours
regaired for the are devoteid to ekitirr.; in the 2 gabject l-

and the area of concentration (or, if the udent 1-iockies n(-A to rite
thrsis, EiVS Retnetvier hours are roquirA). Thirty (or hours a4k a
minimum, and prwuppoy an undergraduate background of 1- sem-
eider hours_ in each of 2 hanan i i fields outside the student ajor.

Students are also rptittimi to take P hours of work in the
mimes, which serve as inte,grative seminam, al!holigh other

courws similar in their interdif-k-iplinary dft%ign may be ud t fy
part of this requirement,. Thus slightly less than one-third of a Au-
dent's co=ume work L4 devoted to more or le off-cexiter studies.

1r6 minimum miquirements for the MA. (30 hours with tt i end
without) amtw-t by tlio. Graduate College. In praetice tog Mu-

dents of moot ctepartments exceed this minimum. In this rftvect them
is probably no significant ditTh-.m.nm hew-Tien students in the Humani-
ties Program and students in the reggular departme=nts.-

,b. Progicerse rourim

Age o

a ria-
uia, Spam, Italv

on in IV
and Lthe

about 10 courses

Ea:di Iiumanitiw.z course is taught jointly by two instructors ,from
different fields of gtudy. The instructor; divide the responsibility for
introducing the various works, and for directing the discusEion, but
both are pre.svnt throughout and share the give and take of clam/gown
analysis. Some Jetttring may be part of the class schedule, in order
to sketch in background or provide links from one work to the next,
but the classes ordinarily procetx1 as colloquia, or seminars, and are
Opt small enough to make such proce{lure possible. Term papers are
regularly assigned. A student may register for 2, 3, or 4 houre credit
in each course, depending on the extent of the indipendent work he
undertake&

Each course explores a single issue of major iinportanoe in Westein
culture. The books studiod in any given course are significant expres-
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ISi fl of -.--t in the p-articuliu i issue to which the counv is de-,

VOtdth p1=A& of of Fre iMee in today's world, for exam Ile, tho cor ofrrationa v in maii's nature, the challenge to denirtie ideAL therAl of sAnctionslor moral conduct and the itke Though the t rt It-%t;rd.-,f 111 cotir remain coil ant the reading-s van' year to ytiArdifferent faculty cbmbinations unito to Rudy one pr another peri-tPnt pmblem. and the %talon named in the eours dexriptionslow mnAitute a ch&racteri4ic sthirthar a fixeki
Th'e cur t-;-tv are open to all junicm winors, and ,Y_TAkivat411 it

to wphornor-ws who have cvmpleteid the core eourliw in !Au-Arm urein the higorical-zultural arva, Enrollment is usually about eLivaI-divid1 twn graduate aid .unttergraduate (Iden Ls, In tidal-
I.,041 to iai pmjects, reA ing cours and other forms of indivitlualtidy, the following courses willi)e otItsmi ut 1959-

Valts- the Com tempirrylry '4: The lern mmti. i oveir the dennt .non and choice ot tardy& examlard thrvu the writings of -111tWrilin. St lofle,Santarara.a, Niarita r el. PftitrflT M at-ris. a mi Brht.
S ad te Ntr , of Mae: Aqi of the 1X4Aii(Atlit _ wie-ntiticto o-4t1 &nil humanistic thouhL Thtyr two *r1041;am elm-nine-A the17th and the aith eftturlm Reading (*enters on works by Galileo, [lc*.eartzv, Patk-A-- Donne, Montle, Cp _velartieArneT, Fry Prous Freud, n\tiBowen,.

Fc_Wm w4. Molieii C9 Ike Arts: The Interplay tketwetn art forms and otherriatterns, rituals. and Institutions in a cultum Principal illustrationo aredrawn this roar from the literature and art of the As amd of tl:eModem period. Works atudled are by Muller, Fiantt-E. Celine, Tate, 07-PD-rant, Adanw, and Faalluier; spedfle wmks of music and of vaphic art

!dot

etautitUred.

himis of Rail a_A-d t.4)aai, rhilowphim!, and religiousof Eao. and Wt eramimbid In reistim to their rexpectiTe cultures.The court* Ilst Includes works by Bodde, Otsalrer, Mum/kaki, Plato, linYntang, and ussell.
Thae Rhinos Condi:Mt: An er'rnination of man as be faces some Nada-memtal Mt-tuitions of Ms life. Reding Includes works of Grne. Benedict,_ Dotto evritki. carauseVerketramrd, ittairaux, Whyt*, and
Roviontitim and VW Demeoratio Spirit: The Interaction of art andId.c47th. relationship of the Rotnantie emeepti of art and alc-ideq to thethfrelopment 4.the demo's& ethos. Works by Byron, Goetbe4 MazzinlRousseau, Standhal, Whitman, Wolfs, end others are considereAt

c. Exassakestiotas
Each candidate-stands an examituttion which reflects his particulari?attenn. of study. By the beginRing of his final semftter he shouldsubmit for approvai reading list over his area of concentration.The ....thiatir will thee be given on the basis of this \list Eachexaminatkm lastssit to eight houm .

5$1144i--406-4
3
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d. Thesis

Students taking the degree with fewer than 38 hours of course work
must submit a thesis. This may be undertaken under direction of a

/faculty member in any of the participating departments, though it
will usually reflect the interd partmental nature of the Program. It
may be a piece of historical 'arch, a critical study, or a piece of im-
aginative work in writing or in the fine arts. Typical recent tope
have been the badigrounds of T. S. Eliot's critical theory, the origin kl

of a philosophy of social work, and the relation of form and ideology
in the writings of Katherine Anne Porter. Where the thesis is a-piet-be
of creative writing or studio work in the fine arts, it is judged by the
'same gtandards as prevail when such work is submitted in the separate
department, and the studio or workshop instructor will be the chair-
man of the thesis committee.

6. Typical pregra
No report.

Directed study. 4courses

student who take'A-kis. degree with the minimum number of hour
of credit will do almost all his work in courses. As he expands his
program, there will be more room for "reading' courses.

5. Teaching preparation and *cement
Graduate assistantships are available to qualified applicants. The

have ordinarily been held either by candidates for the MA. in
Humanities or by students who have a degree in Humanities but are
working-for the Ph. D. in a relate(' department. The uate assist-
ants get a sort of on-the-job *training. Otherwise; no forinal instruc-
tion in teaching methods is required, although work in one of the two
special fields of study may re(luebrl in scope if relevant courses in

Education are elected. A teaching certificate may be earned by taking
the apprd5riate technical courses in Education. The work needed to
qualify for teaching the specialized subjects becomes part of the stu-
dent's program. Most Humanities students who seek certification
choose from English, History, or a language, though a number of other
options are also available. The M.A. part of the Humanities Program
is still too new to have amassed any significant information upon the
placement and performance of M.A. graduates who go into teaching.

6. Organization, administration, costs
a. Staff 090744UttilM

The Humanities Advisory Commitfee is called into session by the
Chairman when questions, of general policy arise. The Chairman
also meets informally with each pair of instructors in Program warms
to review the batik plan of each course. Instructors work together
thereafter to establish the reading list for their course andAnew*
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their itl&-coaa. Sims4 ineekings are. held t*fQze e&ch cn usually
quite infornAlly, tie outlinek the procedure forthe period.

b. Advisory /Tann
A studen't's program is- first blocked out in conference with an

adviser, who is renenilly the (airman of the mgram. The student
then usually consults his adviser each semester thereafter, and also

rdi his plans with the wishes and requirements of the pro-
fe._ in his major area of interest.

. asC. measures *dila are mos4 eff ective
The requirement's of course distribution, not merely by depitrtmerits

but in coordinating the subject nistit of the various courses. may be
said to be the care of tike plan; but these are paralleled in importAnct
by the interdeparttneutal cpursesi, and the wile structare
by the comprehmsive examination at the end.

41" Coats aftd_ iewtpe4 of wappart
The omits of the tiumaxities Prograul in twin* a gag tune include

advisement duties and the rvices of two instr4c4or$ for eiketti Cot 40
six Hurnanitit* FM' the reat, a their instructiQua studopts
make use of existing our sv offeritigi in the participating dvartments.
Sot all of this Aa.ff time is devoted to grad4ate OudeAts, but it would
be difficult to calculate the portion attributable to them. Each course
is counted as a full course in computing the instructor's teaching load,
and departmental loads are reduced in compensation. Advisory
services are ccintlibuted over aid shove departmental work. Thus the
direct annual cost of the Program is a teaching schedule of 12 coui'ses
and secretarial, office, and other incidental expenses. The cost of the
several graduate a.Istants, research assistants, and fellows must also
be charged to the Program. As for indirect costs, no department has
had to drop a course as a result of staff time contributed to the Pro-
gram, although in a number of initances, especially in small depart-
ments where- a flexible reassignment of courses has been difficult to
arrange, certain courses have been put into a longer cycle of rotation.
cs All of the Instructional cost- is paid out of departmental budgets,
but all participating departments receive additional budgetary sup-
port to the extent of their participation in the Program. This usually
amounts to the hiring of a part-time instructor or graduate a.%istant
to take over an elementary cQUISe or section minim(' by the senior
staff nxunber. Funds for fellowship, graduate scholarship1/2 and
resesrah assistantsilips come from the budget of the Graduate College.
Funds for graduate assistantships coine from the nm-deptrtmental
budget of the Dean of Liberal Arts.
7. Family

AA porticipating funky members hve nceive4 the ;pp/1Am*
because of the needs of regular departments, but most have made
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their way into the Program because of cross-departmental interim*
For example, one of the two members of the English Department
who teach Program courses holds Ms degree in Coniparative Liter-
ature; the other does his research in the history of ideas. The pro-
fessor of Oriental studies who teaches a Humanities course had his
formal training in Western Philosophy. The profemar of Journal-
ism came to his specialty by why of the theater and the writing of
fiction. The classicist is an exiiert, on classical and medieval drama,
as well as an actor and producer. The profewor of Religion, who has
published authoritatively on the Alhambra, is a professionally trained
architect.

The Program has also worktA to brcmden the intermits of its faculty
participants. The teaming up af _men from different backgrounds re-
sults in the consideration of problems, and often the choice of as-
signed texts, in which one of the two has not done prior professional
work. The juxtaposition also stimulates a rethinking of old patterns.
Some unconventional pairings have been deliberately and sumeffi-
fully trite for this reaRm.

Although participating departments tend to make new faculty ap-
pointments primarily on the basis of their own needs, they have been
cooperative in releasing theime of their staff members who are askeii
to teach in Humanities courses. A handful of faculty menthkrs have
always been skeptical a.s to the value of the Program, but there was no
open resistance to it when it was established, and almost all who have
been asked to contribute to it have been pleased to do gso.

8. Strengths, wtmknesses, changes and developments
The Chairman and the other members of the staft are aware of the

danger of superficiality in such a program, and Are vigilant to im-
pose a rigorous discipline. Faculty members who have had contact
with the Program, whether as regular staff or guges, usually come
away with respect for its integrity.

Another problem has been the student's feeling of houSlosness.
The following comment comes from a student at present fOshing his
M.A. in Humanities:

I have one main objection to the Program. That is, that the KA. Humani-
ties graduate student is a man without a country. Be has no instructors
in his own department to whom he can turn for extra help, and the pro-
fessors in the Other departments are naturfilly more inetrested in the grad-
nate student* in their own fields. Union the student has done his uMeii
graduate work in some department of the University In which bs is now
doing tlw bulk of his M.A. work in Humanithik Lb may tall to recedve the
intimate attention from profeesiors which is an integral part of av grackutte
program.

The plan of study provides &tailed direction for each iglAgit, with
regular consultations and careful choice of courses around the cen
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tral area of concentration. The mushrooming of the Program
posd a heavy burden of advising. Similarly, the large number of co-
operating departments made for an increasing amount of administra-
tive detail. The growth in class size has made it difficult to maintain
the "seminar" class dasign. In other words, prosperity has threat-
ened the Program with attenuation, and it seems likely that some of
the 13ct, features of the Program can be best protected only if it re-
mains -fairly modest in sire.

to



U niveri ity of C i ago: Ge nerd Studies in the Humanities
Chairman Norman Maclean. Prufe4sor of Englidl

Committee: Mark Ashiu, Associate Profes..or of English in the College;
GrosTenor W. Cooper, Associate Professor of Music and of Humanities in
the' College; Alan Gewirth, Associate Prufeor of Philosophy H.
McNeill, Professor of History ; Alan Simiwton, Professor of History ; Rieb-
ard G. Stern, 4sslstant Professor of English and of General Studies in
Humanitiein J(vsilua C. Taylor. .Ast4)ciate Professor of Art : Warner A.
Wick. Professor of Philosophy; David William, Professor of Humanities
in the Collee.

1. General and comparative remarks
The Committee on General Studies in the Humanities originally

offered a 3-year M.A. program which ran from the junior under-
graduate year through the first year of graduate study. Iri many
ways, its program is still fundamentally a' 3-year program, for the
Committee believes. as strongly as ever that its objectives, which in-
clude both/general and speialized training. cannot be realized u;ilms
students start the program in their junior year --or else take more than
a year of graduate work following a normal bachelor's degree in a
department.. However, the Committee now admits a fair proportion
of students with departmental bachelor degr'e- from the Universit)
of Chicago and from other colleges. The. e students always take more
than three additional quarters to fulfill the Committee's MA. require-
meats--as yet.,, no such student has received the M.A. in less than
five quarters.

The Committee expects its M.A.'s to have both breadth of view and
specialized competence in an area of learning embracing two hu-
manistic fields. The broad view must encompass both history and
the major humanistic fields (art, history, language, literature, music,
and philosophy). To meet the historicyl requirement, students must
have a picture of the development of Western Civilization from its
origins and a more detailed picture of the history of some particular
country, culture, or period (each picture appearing in about the depth
achieved in- a year's liege sequence in "The History of Weqtarn
Civilization" or in "T istory of the Unite41 States"). For the sec-
ond broad requirement, .A.'s are ex to show Wine familiarity

100
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with the suhjert matter and methods of investigation of at least five of
the six major humanistic fields. In support of this requirement, the
Committee offers a serim of introductory eourses in the six fields.
Theme courses are taught for the mott part by members of the appro-
priate dewttpental faculties and are designell for students at the
conventional upper-division level.

For their specializeti training, which is the central I nterest of the
)1.A. year. students Inuf4 take at lea.4 three quarters of uate work
in two of the humanistic fields listed ai)ove, and write a master's paper
on some specific prthlem involving relations between the two fields,
The M.A. paper is/Ale culminating part of the program. Two coursw
are devoted specifically to its preparation, and each student works
ultimately under two members of the faculty familiar with the two
fields the student has selected for his specialization. The General
Studies prwram is unique in placing this part of its Audemts' work
under the direction of a profeional writer, Prof or Richard Stern,
in the belief that no humanistic skill is more important to acquire
than ti* mill of writing well.

Within thwe large aims, the student is given a great deal of ixr-
mission and even encouragement to tailor an education to fit his par-
ticular abilities and pemanal and professional interests. The aims
are so large, however, that the Committee naturally prefers to have
students start the program as juniors, and insists that students who
start with k departmental haeleloes degree mast spend a good deal
more than three quarters to the MA.

2. Establishment, enramenis, degrees
The Committee on General Studies in the Humanities was au-

thorizal late in 1951 and admitted its first students in the autumn
quarter of 1952. Since the Committee did not wish to offer all three
years of a three-year program at tlx4 start, it had no MA. student
until its third year. The general history of its enrollment is as fol-
lows: for the first four years enrollment increased slightly ; for the
last 3 years tlwre has been such a rapid incrisse in applications
for admitgdon thacOt now constitutes one of the Committee's chief
problem At the end of the spring quarter of 1959 there were 57
students fatrolbxl, a figure that takes in juniors, seniors, and those
who have cmpleted at least //our yea!s of. *Iva work. Of this
nunimr, about 24 were gradAtate stwlents. By the ends of spring
quarter, 1959, the Oxnmitte0 had admitted more itadents for- the
coming irtumin quarter thadi it wanted to have, and on per they
mimed to be the best qualified group it had yet taken in. 'he enroll-
ment problem now is to day under 70 students, of whom no more
than 84 should hive wmplOxi their B.A. work.
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3. Admission procedure4 and requirements studelti diaracterssties
Requirements for admi&ilion to the M.A. year are junior and semior

years under the Conimittee or the equivalent. Without this badi-
ground, acimi&3ion is conditional upon making up gaps in pre on.
Preparation should include the following four elemeats : (1) a year's
college iquenoe in History of Wmtern Civilization (2) knowleAlge
of the t-vacial, mud eklonomic aspects of one large historical
period, culture, or country (three mut-8ft, two usually in History)
(3) know of the basic principles and prvblems of at least the of
the six majm. humanistic (acquired by students at the Uni-
versity of Chi-ago by taking ti* introcimory car offered
by the Cimumittee) ; and (4) more extensive knowledge of two hu-
manikic (generally five courses in one field and three in
another). Applicants e records mast also be outstanding.

The Committee thinks always in terms of a 3-year eontinuum, d
examines M.A. eztrants tranwripts clowly for g_afx3 iA ckwerage.
Again, the purpose of the program is to achieve specializta
tem* in two fields, and broad knowledge of Wettern eirilization and
of at lea.* five humanistic fields.; and, although students with regular
departmental backgrounds kill proWAy be overprepareti in their
undergraduate major, they are usually quite unprepared with respeL-
to breadth.

Applicants for admiion to the MA. -_ in touch with the
Chairman of the Committee, who, on the taaoi ` records, wri
long, specific letters telling them exactly what timrse work tiwy will
have to do and how long it will take. Experienct his made it passible
by now to determine fairly accurately just what each applicant will
need. In addition, the Committee likes to have a personal interview
with an applicant. If this is imponible, it insists on some personal
cormpopdence with him. The Chairman, Profttssor Maclean, ex-
plains that the Committee "mems to attract a certain number of
academic moths who have flitted from one place to another. Trimeral
Studies' sounds to them as if ern thing is very vague, and vigumess
is what they are looking for, and they are what we are trying to
avoid."

,Students in the program are better than iverage. Since applica-
tions now are much greater than capacity, the Committee is forced
to do what it would try to do anywayto admit only good, depaid-
able students. Profemor Maclean is coming to think of the program
as an honors program, but is reluctant to put 'himself in the position
of having to turn away students who have unusual gifts and interests
that do not show on the acadinuic record.



4. Curriculum
et. Crado retrgireinenis

1

In addition to making up deiiciencie in preparation q difirecTibed
in motion 3 above) and to taking the required twa-quarter eou-mv
"Preparation of the Master's Paper," studemts take seven courw,
majority of which should be related to their riarch problem. This
problem must involve at lea.-4 two forms of art or fields of knowledi.T.
It should not howevex, cover any more ground than seams nek.-try
to permit informed rttwarth involving the two dhwiplines. The Con-i-
mittee feels that spek-ialized knowledge of two diwiplines is possible
at the MA. level only within a narrow range. The important object
1c the gpecialized researcii, not the extent of coverage. C7O ittek)2students ping on to a departmental doctorate are warned t .the
mill need about one extra quartzr of cow-9e work to bring their cover-
age of py single discipline up to the level reached in a regular de-
partmental MA. program.

Except for the introductory &3ursw in each of the major fields
dezwibed in the next section, studftts take departmental eterses
only. The Committee desires that the large view of the humanisti-
fields be basekl on a Z.areful preparation in each of them, and feels
that the separate RINK-A matters and methods of investigation can
he expertly and precisely taught in the departments them-
selves._ Some departmental courst are naturally better desirned for
the use of the Committee than others. In addition, the Committee
encourages departments to offer certaii7 cours which are not really
nee4:1e4 for the department's own students (for instance, MUMS in
translation in the Greek drama or the Ru,%-ian novel), thus enrieling
the general offerings of the Division of Humanities.. But the Corn-
mittee has deviseti courses of its own only where ab%lutely neictry
and has placed these under the direction of experts in the fields
mix

b. Prwinia warns
The courses offered by the Committee are of three kinds The first

is a wt of six muses that serve as introductions to the advanced study
of the major humanistic fields: "The Study. of Art," "The Study of
History," "The Study of Language," "The Study of Literature," "The
Study of Music," and "Tim Study of Iliiimphy." These are thought
of as undergraduate causes, although undergraduate students in the
program sometimes &fee one of them to timii graduate year in ex-
change for trying a graduate course in their senior year. M.A. stu-
dent. from other univentitan materially have two cab three of time
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At the other end of the curriculum, as the w-cald kind of Commit
wurse, students take a two-quarter wurse in Preparation of the
Master's Paper." This coum operates for a time as a c1& courft
in bibliography and maliods of witolarly invigati. Thai when
the students wkwt the partic=ul&r problems on which they are going to
write their lApers. they are placed under the directim of two faeu tv

rn who is in

mut with a liter
rn novel one in

members, One, Mr. Richard
Preparation of the Master's P

that every paper has quality as writing.
is familiar with the two special fields involv
faculty member is neeAied. Toward tiw end of the eourtv the Aude_nts
are brought together as a clam again so that they can have the
of group critkimu before stilmnitting t1 final drafts of their papers.

The third kind of Committee min* has to do with teaching prep-
aration and is destribmi inction 5 below.

c. Eximbudioas
No general examinations ae given. The Committee feels the

of a finai examinatlim, but individual programs vary so greatly
it seems impoesibie to devise one The preadmission quail
ination mentioned in the Atmotnietmentg has been given
same ion. It was feasible only wile the program was [man and
limited to University of Chicago students, who could be tested for a
certain amount of common background with s1iht variations.
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5. retrAirig pre partition plate
More mduates of he n rAl Studies in the Humanities program

go on for dmorni work or into pty-frional his than enter any
other field. The field attracting the sivond number of gmdu-
at.es is junior college and oollegr teachin arly in collegm-4
iffering gvneral entrNes in kuman ties. Few dual-es he so far

isuiterKI high school teaching.
The Con-mitte-e feel- a -.Art re.To -ibiLi toward those of its

!,4 udents who intend to tench in gvtneral humaniti murse in collegr
or junior colleges. Accordingly it has arran courage, "TeAching

Methods in the Humanities," which is open only to dents who have
such intentions. M.A. students admitteti to this course are attachea

the frekshman Humanitks mum in the College, do all the work re-
quireti of freshmen tralAg the course, must attend the dames of one

xAction, are ipermitte4-1 to attend the weeny faculty meetings of the
course, and every few weeks meet in a seminar with the director of
the freshman Humanities course, a lang-time member of the Com-
mittee. Students taking this course may 11.% it as a oft-quarter mime
toward their MA., since they have to maatex a co le body of
subject matter as well as be cowerned with mtthods of trawling it.
The mune hag also been certified by the Departmemt of Education as
the equivalent of one of the courses needed for Teachm Certificatica.

Few Cmamittee students have takft the courses in Education needed
for Te a che r Certification, and met of these few took them before they
entaled the program. Since the program, already tends to be much
heavier in its danands than the normal departmental MA, stuthmts
try to avoid the extra five courses or so if possible. None of those who
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and d_trriy up to the COUUUiUee its*-11

CknImrning the problem of
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the University of Chigo has been offering interdisciplinary pro-
gTams for so long that there are et)ugh good men around who
understand the needs of the Committee without its having to look to
new appointments for such nwn. The arrangement with the. De-

t of English to appoint Mr. Stern jointly has been tiv3 only
in which departmental upper insupport making a mw appoult-

nwnt has beta albite&
The Oesimittee was authorized by a umninxnui vat; of tio3

Diritical of liumanitis, but in fts early stage; it tamintered mis-
givings cal the part of departmental faailt4s in the Divkion which
were resemabk, 'mere exprvesed openly awl esadidly, Ed in the kmg
run have been wholly imedeisi Contain memben of the faculty
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Univerg y of Louisville s Div ion of Hu
Program

Direwor: Prof. Ernest Haabold, Mailman a the Humanities Division
I. General and comparative remarks

The Humanities M.A. Program w&s inaugurated in the summw of
19581 primarily to recruit prospective teachers from gifted studentsof the humanities otherwise employed, and to provide opportunities
for in-serviae teachers to continue their studio; after school hours andin summers. It was -designed to supplemeht existing M.A. programswithin the Humanities Division,to stimulate new onw, and to provide
a basis for coordinating studies in the History of Ideas. Other M.A.
programs within the Division. include One in English, which, since194, has graduated 100 master's candidates; 1 in Fine Arts, which,
since 1952, has graduated 10 in dative Art and has built up a staff
and facilities for an M.A. program in Art History; and 1 in MusicHistory, developed in 1959. The other departments of the Division
,(Moden1 Itanguag%- and Philosophy) doe not offer the MA. degriv,but do (ler covrty?s on the graduate level. Related master's programs
are offered in History (in the Division of Social Sciences) and in the
School of-Music (M.M. and M.Ed.).

The main objectivw of the Humanities M.A. Program are (1) to
march for noetie integrators of :oral studim, (2) to keep the teach-ing of the humanities ab ; of m'odern rmarch, and (8) to aid inthe ekpment of depa ental programs. At present, the coin-
Po :rte of the minimum 80 semesterhour program are (1) a
requIred 8 semesterhour humanities course, "Studies in American
Thought and Culture;" (25 a minithum of 12 semester hours in one of 5
major fields: History of Art, History of Ideas, History of Literature,History of Music, Modern Language (French, German or SpanishLiterature) (3) a minor of 9 semestei hours within the humanities orin related departments; aiid (4) a thesis, including 6 semester hours
of thesis guidance.

The principle of the Humanities MA. Program remains the Wm
as that which has guided the development of the undergraduate pro-
gram, only now-applied to graduate education. It is to promote the
offerings of exiftipg and of potential departments (e.g., Comparative

110



DIXIE= VWXIBAIMI 111
) until each has developed its own MA. gram Musichas already done;- and to integrate these departmental pro-grams both among themselves and eventually with Sher related pro-Jams in research Wwards a commui History of Thought and Culture.The principle tins is to coordinate anci 'ma, rather than to competewith existing department-0 programs.

The long-term objectives of the )(A. Program are Wit seen in thglight of the Ph. D. program it would ideally lead to. This woulddesigned to educate college teachers in the humanities at the levelof general education, on Ole basis of (1) a double major, each ending-in a master's thesis (for which the present short, 12-hour majorseventually will all be replaed by departmental majors) , 2) coordinat-ing relRarch ending in a doctoral essay, and (8) a philosophy of cul-tural education based on teaching under supervision and on coursesin the history of the humanities, Great Books in Eduction, and "TheAdvancement of Culture in thelwentieth Century."Such a program would call for an appropriate undergraduate prep-oration, which would add dept to the breadth of current programs ofgeneral education. Eventually Humanities doctoral programmight include in the double /major any two disciplines engaged in thesystematic study of man, provided presumably that one of the twomajors would remain one of the current humanistic disciplines.
2. EstablAshment, wartgraseniis, &gram

An undergraduate program in Humanitia; was established Gt. theUniversity of Louisville in 1932. Emigri historians of art and musicbrought European scholarship to tiu3 prwram, and the presence ofartists, (=paws, and teachers of creative Writing provided theintellectual tensions requisite to creative work. The undergraduatemanities program now offers extra-cigartumital (=roes in Lin-guistics and World Literature and Great Books in translation, andcoordi-natingmast* in periods ofcultural history (Ancient, Medieval,Rena and Baroque, Moduli awl American) and in "Principlcsof Cultural .frotase an4 "The Advamennent of (Oattemporary)-'Culture." Tim tiw new KA. Prqgrgun bawl cmis keg experiencewith coo
coarse&In the autumn of 1959, the University fonnalated a new poluzy foruate diet deigned to *des LS socialsciences

ofMaw-tion lIl exp *re vsaced grad-uate wmit *th
Thept
in

of1-958

mad
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3. Alimisn pro 'es mid requirements stutlent charwiterisfie4
Students who can present an undergraduate major with B nding

in 42 senior college wmester hours within the humanities shi
Fine Arts, Foreign IAnguage, Music History, Phil&ophy) are
mitted unconditionally. Others may berome candidates for the M.A.
in Humanities on completion with B standing of 30 senior aillege
semester hours dittributO as follows: (1) 12 semester hours in one
of the major fields above; (2) 12 within The other fields; (3) 6 in one
period of cultural history 'and in "Principles of Cultural Ili ryt
or "The Advancement of Culture."

4. Curriculum
at Come requOkimseius

A -Humanities M.A. prwagm, approved in advance by the Chair-
man, muit include 30 senAAint hours at the graduate level (of which
12 mutt be in WO-level court specifically for graduate
Audents). The total imiludes 6 hours of thwis guidance. This
work mutt be distributed according to the formula dewnibed in Fac-
tion 1 above. Att least 6 of the 12 major ammeter hours mast be takea,
at the 6® level. , The nine minor hours may be taken in Educatimi,
to met State certi&aticni requirawnts.

b. Prevent untran'
The required graduate court* in "American Thought and Culture"

is a seminar bad on a critical examination of MI century American_
thought critical eiftlidlitition. of at leset two initerpraations of
Ametiean Culture Berm; ati a *meting pint for individual studio
of important wor*s, figures, and times.

Transfer studenb3 are required to include in their programs
8-h(ntr course in one period of cultural hiitory (Ancient, Medieval,
Restaissanee-Barocm Mocktrn and American) and a 8-hour course in
either "Prindples of Cultural Vr*ory" mb The Advancement of
Culture."

- .

Four mw'eledive muses in "Western Thought and Culture Since,
the Enlightenment" provkk further opportunity for mtegratioe re-
search. A co:vastlye course in *Materials and Methods of the
Humanities" is under cenud&nttion.

Examinatims
As in &II maitees programs, ad oral examination before a men-

rnittes of the faculty covering both the thesis and the ctimfidati$
course work, is required.

41# Mods

A Om* to brt reafi by two in
de aid on4 in al of whom
the exaoiastSoa), is
ally include a wide range of doeummtatim.
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"The Relation of Broth's rftwi Esmys on Value to the Story of TheSleepwilkwv," "Tiw Relation of D. H. Lawrenm's Ideas to his Fie-timid littit0," "The 'Fresh-met of Job in Twentieth Caitury Lit-erature and Thougtht.

e. TrOedi wogranu
A student with a conventional undergraduate major in Englishhas asked for a graduate program entirely devoted to CAmtemporarytudies in Art,liusic, PliiloNvphy, Literature, _American and WzternThought.
A student with an undergraduate major in French has asked fofa graduate minor in French and a graduate major in Literature.A kuclemt with an undergraduate major in Philosaphy and an-other with an undergraduate major in Psrychologv have asked for aprogram evenly divided between the Hist of Ideas and the Historyof Literature.

j. Dfreeted duly courses
All tacipating deptuttneuts offer 600-level independent Et.udycou

5. Mocking preperaims dad placement
Studmts may elect a minor of nine semeaer Imre of graduate_course work in Ecluvition, to meet State certifioation requirements.A course in "Materials and Methods of the Humanities" is underconsidtwitim.

6. Organisatk" administration, coats
a. Staff cocwiination

Administxation and adviaing Are in the hands of the Director ofthe Prwamat present the Chairman of the Divisionwho con-sults with an executive committee composed of the heads of depart-ments in the five matr fields.
41. 44viiiery inetsot

See sectio46 (A) ove.
Maiwans mak& etre /nod Araities

The maimed course in "Amerkan Thought and Culture" and theundergraduato up on in periods and principles of oulturalprori& Watoriceti penpective and methods of integrating cul-tural studies. Other objectives are achieved timugh the distributionrequirements and the thesis.
Como wed soak/ices of support

The Humuuties M.A. Program involves one new set of CO1111361 in"Western Thou& and Culture since the Enlightenment," which isgiven in a 4-semester cycle.. The key course, "Studio; in AmericanThQught aid Culture," offered once each year and every other sum-mer, had been given previously but lees frequently. Instructors in
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the courses are relieved of ow coarse, usually a maim of the
sophomore ilumanitifts- coarse, which they would otherwise have
taught. Faculty members have volunteered to give individual lec-
tures in these co4rses without extra compensation. In determining
teaching loads, allowances are made for administrative work and
thesis mpervisim in the Program.

Enrollment in the Program is not large enough to strain the exist-
ing capacity of participating departments, who graduate muses
generally have room for additional student&

The MA. Program has no separate budget, except for the nominal
Divisional budget for Ace help and supplies, although a Fatima, has
been made for seiante allocations. The University Developmnt
Fund includes a considerable fund for improvement of the Lib
which may be used to meet Um needs of the Program. Faculty time
devoted to the Program is contributed by WI several department&
7. Faculty

About 80 p&cent of the st&ff m the Humanities Division have taught
in grigluate or undergraduate interdisciplinary courses. Teaching
undergraduate courses in "World Littatature (required a all Mu-
dents in the College) and "Periods of Cultural Histmay" (required ofall majors in the Division of Humanities) as well as in the aim.
Humanities electives has aimulate41 freshness of outlook and edam-
ment of intellectual horizon. The Division has always prefene4
candidates for teaching positions who combined
with depth in their education and research, and the
man almost always has been consulted an new appointments in the
departments. Thus the fatuity of the Division is familiar with the
problems involved in interdisciplinary studies.
8. Subtisgths, wealusessas, chafsges and siewelopnumis

The strong point of the itire Ilumaaties Program, undergraduate
and graduate, is its release of creative energy and interest in
among both facuky and student& The =weakness of the graduate Pro-
gram is its mond, ilx14-to-snouth eximbeace. The mak desideratum
is the strengthening of the ILL Program to the point whom k Gan
serve as utiderpinnim fin' a Pb. IX program for Oak*. Umbers and
administrators such as the one described in section I above.



Wayne State University: Department of Humanities
Chth-nwn: Awoothift Prof. John R. Brytkil

Committee on Gredimie Pia". of Work: olin R Bryilen ; George Nakhni-Man, Assodate Pritftwr Philosophy ; Bemard Goldman, Assistant Pmfesew ci iitinunuits ; Loco ikolus, stagetant Pmfr of migushi.
1 Crneird comparmive remarks

The program of the Depirtnwnt f Humanities at Wayne StateUniversity, like the Hohtra College Humanities Program, is an M.A.plow= designed to give to *admits desiring imspecialimi degrees
a broad training in the arts which im single regular department *offers.Like the' programs at Hofitra and an Francisco State Colleges, theWayne State program requires !mad distribution of course workacross the humanistic disci during the MA. year. Like all of theother M.A. prwrams,' the Departmeat of Humanities requires its stu-dents to take about ow-third of their course work (12 of the mini-mum t smelter lumts) in Humanitiesmuses, hieluding "Master'sEssay Direction," which int:tame, survey, and intwate the severalhunaniitic diseiplima. tut In &bake to 6hseries of core courses,students are required to distrikte about me-third of their course work(about 10 of the minimum 82 Imus) anumg cOUTIOS in Philcsophy,Art History, Music History, and English or foreign Literature, tak-ing at lea,* one course, usually a survey or period mune, in each oftiwfxmr fiehb.
Shoe smat of this didributive work inevitably his in a student'sfield of and sin du&slin have already taken
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The Department of Humanities also offers a se
"Muter of Arts in Teaciling College Humanitim," in which a student
earns the Xlichigan Community College treadling C*rti&ate comur
rently with the liberal arts M.A. Students in this program are re-
quired to take 6 hours of additional course work (i.e, three specified
courses, including a teaching apprentimhip in an undergraduate
Humanities course) over and above the regular Departmental require-
ments. This extra work may count as ciRetlit La rd the regular mini-
mum 32 boars, if the studeat has room fura u rest* of having met
souls of the regular requiranents as tuxlexgraduate, but such a sub-
stitztkni is seldom pagsible.

The t t its domain to include the %Ads of art, his-
tory, literamre philesophy, but permits, its stm
dents to vita counts whecevec they nav find them. Staff
for the Illunanthes muses has beau drawn frtun =4 of tile &apart-
ments in these The orktitatial of the Depirtment is strongly
toward tlw arts, imit social and poi 6=1 philosophv are ruA excluded
as poseib areas of study

2. Eakthathmeitt. mrialmitts
The Humanities Program was de oped d Ina rated in Me

by Dr. Harold BaRnius, then Chairman ad the Depirtment of Guinan.
Although the Program offered both graduate and Ver deundergraduate
eoumf; from the start, the first graduate ck was granted 1949
The Department of Humanities as m is December 1958 .

There are 68 students working ward the MA. at presmit
(including both applicants and candidaterr--for, this distinction, see
motion 3 below) . Of these, about, 40 are active (Lc, took 1 or more
courses during the fall, spring, or. summer of 105849). About 6 or
7 of these 40 are in the Teaching College Humanitift Progrim. This ,

ratio has been typicAtl, but overall enrollment has increased abmit
threefold in the last 3 yeani. Part of the reason for this incrftse his
been a new requirement in the College of Eduradai that undergrad-
uate uchmts take 6 hours of undergraduate ritunanitiee emrses.
Their experience in Humanities courses mama to have steere4 mazy of
these students into the Itt.A. program itself, she about one-third of
the students.curiently enrolled in the program hare come frail the
undergraduate College of Educaion.

MA. degrees have been granted as follows: 195849, 1; 195748,
5; 1956-57, 1; 195546, 5; 1954-55, 2; 0; 19 s; 1951

1950-51, ; 1949-50, 0; 194849,2.
It takes, on the average, 8 Or 4 years to can

(net counting Prerequisites)* Miost students wbasis, taki 6 or 8 units per year at night or d
often ha to wait for needed' courses to be offered cos



Nct more than four atucWIts are =Tway Mtowia falltinae scaled-ulc This average length of tin* in pursuit of the M.A. holds also inmany other departments became of the munktipal nature of the Univerity. Moat stiutemta in ti* program aze thing in Davit areapublic high or grade sellooh and ar n permitted by tir boards torake more thing' hours of mime work
3. Admisiims proce4am mid reveiresettitts student ekaratterjtj
Art

For admiion to tkw program, 4 hours of Muke 1E4=7. and 4 ofHiaory are required in addition to the rwmal group nquimmentsfor graduation from the Wayi* &ate College Liberal Arts. TINziwgroup requirenmus itxtiu& compaimey forevnwhich is to be tasted by examination nning in 1984J. ApproxiEnately ow out of two.
of four admitted is allowed

cou1Eeflee
Ednevi°
provm
mar* with unck
htunani area.

For adinsicel to
appikAnt )flu hare
of the h
( of which
lection Pmcedflfe in tt CoUe of du In additon, he nnhave had cw must irritKie a numberpartmnts. somas' of which he wi

PriVer.
AppJiearts are

Iwogradtutt reanxis and a weans! mman. Students retain applima Amu; untilof degree-credit work. They mug be admitted to iday fm thedegree not,hittes than thit tarn in whiciunit& Studeta admitted to the H.A. program are not generally morelab atholariy than Uwe. in °thew department& Theyedefttion in the area of the art than tradi-



These foci are not ly defined at the beginning of Lhe lpdl
work, so that the problem of pre

in their progn+ne of tiledires does not arine; the main
problem in plantiing ektairts is to etnifir* a stuitmt
range of study in order to Delp him hie interests and reach
a well-considered focus before starting his mates way
student with an interest in the 3pwish Renaiesxnca would perlup
be advised to tiikv courses and literature
ex-a1 Rensimaiwe
would be advised
and Modem Art Tle focus of interest +neislly ezteil+ over two
Gelds, as does the master's may.
student's program of elect:limo bey-oad two
period excA iretofar u wider duly will ugproee bin gnep o! his
field of etwinthstial.

Apprnuttely 20 to ti of the minimum b4 homa (mnounting to 9
courses at legal are wed for
Theiro of these hours axe spent in Are iegnired Humanities oouneo:
IntrodtietRat to the LitaiLry,

type of course inyokm.g actual
of WeAen1 Culture in the Arts from
of Western Cukure in the Arts from 1780 W 1850" or "Fspceseian of
Western exilture in the Arts During
ography and Methods of Invistig+tion" (in the hnmsnities) oue
hour; "Seminar for (3raduahl
two hours. Students who have
most students) are
Bibliography muse
more hears are distributed according W the followi[tg formula: one
mow in Philosophy evils Analysis and Caitioum o! ihs Arid' or
"Iliskm7 of Akediwts" or "Sanivar in MMbetia "l, one oone in
Art Hietor, mu) in Music Kffitory, and ammo- in
Literaturs lewdly period tarwiy)

ntany staidetWi have already takes area or mon
comes as Wayne ("Introduetke to the Liam,
Muriel acid Viewd Arts, in puticular, *bit& is theveim oft
winid) As a remit, they love rows in thsie minimum scheduke
for one or two additional &dim. In addltimr aN or mos of the
requireti
field of mom
the field and further
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administrative organization, the Departmeat is planning to give
of this load to its own faculty. One Anal direct cost of the program
has been the considerable amount of special equipmea (slide's, record-
ings, etc.) which the Department has had to provide.

The indirect oost of tiv3 programi.e., its impact upon other de-
partments---is' difficult to measure precisely. The large and complg
staff at Wayne State University makes for a high degree of flexibility
in- staffing arrangement& Thera is no evidence that any department
has actually had to drop certain mime as a result of contributing
faculty time to the Humanities Program; indeed, some departments
have been able to owatribute to the program without making up the
loss at all. But mmt hive had to hire new staff members as a result
of their contributions, with the result that they would now be over-
staffEK1 (temporarilysince enrollments and the need for extra
courses are increasing) if the Humanities program were no longer to
borrow staff time bun them. It ould be added, however, that
many students in the program would have enrolled in one of the regu-
lar departments had there been no Humanities program, so that the
expense of supporting the program is probably in great part a inib-
Aka° rather than a wholly extra one. Now that the program has
departmental status it is seeking gradually to consolidate its Aaff and
to take over financial responsibility ho itself. This proceas will thus,
to a great extent, involve a transfer of staff and eats rather than a
net &emend increase.

Concerning the sogrces of support, all faculty time drawn bun
other departments has been clamed, cunt during the summer Nes-
sion, to the contributing skpartmenta The Wailes of two full-t4ue
faculty members and ft seeretary, plus a normal departmentai oper-
ating budget, are charged againgt, the Department of Humanitim
7. Faculty

The Humanities Department feels it is fortunate in having among
its participating members as many as six individuals who have done
extensive ems-departmental teaching and research. Most of the
faculty, however, are primarily departamktal specialists, It will be
the policy of the Department to employ new ratwho have
relatively balanced training and experience of the
arts.

Most of the participating departinanta Wive
in keeping in mind the need of the 14
ploying their own fa
the and that the new
amount of hie time in the
that the regular de
of the mg:ram in

wry coopmtive
whin. amw
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sons for establishing the Department of Humanities. The problems
of promotions, continuing contracts, and so forth had. also produced
a certain reluctance on the part of some instrwtoro to void time
working outside of their departmental fields, even though the Dean's
Office has been extremely imilpful in this matter and has taken full
cogiusapce,of the dual participation of the Humanities stiff.
8. Strengths, weaknesses, changes wad develoimsents

Although some faculty iniamberii have been skeptical as to theprogram's objectival; and influence on ve.cialized fields, the Depart-
mentobas maintained the respect of the faculty for its academic
standards and seriousness of purpose. The greatest strength of theprogram is the opportunity it provides for a student to gain a
broader understatding of the culture in which he lives. Indeed,
many students enter the Departnxint because the graduate offeringsof other departments aft too limited to be of use as academic prepara-tion for a teaching career at the secondary-school level. They pre-fer a broad education, withiii which course work and research can
be slanted ton ard a particular field of special interest.

There is need for more graduate courses specially 1%; zi I forMA. and possible Ph. D. candidates, particularly a owns devoted
specifictlly to historical coverage of) the humanities along the lines
of the undergraduate survey, which deals with "great creative move-ments of Western Culture in philosophy, eaucation, and the arts."This would seem to be the beet way to attempt to fill in the prima
gaps in the program's coverage. Such a course could not cover
everything, but it would give a historical perspectiie often missed at
present

An organizational weaknessthe need for a full-time departmentalfacultyhas been discussed in section 7 above. The establishmentof a Department of Humanities was a large step toward remedyingthis weakness. As soon as a full-time faculty has been employed,
ackditional coursis will be added to the curriculum directed toward
the*veloprnent of a Ph. D. degree in Humanities.
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